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ABSTRACT 
• 
\-
i 
,._ 
Many sec·ret societies have participated in 
. 
American polit.ics but few with as much impact and 
influence as the Ku Klux ·Klan. In the early 1920's, 
' .. 
literally hundreas of local and state offi.cials were 
Knights of the Klan or, having been ~elected to public 
office by the Klan, were subservient to it. The grand 
/ 
strategy.of the Imperial Kloncilium (highest Klan 
council) was to systematically and gradually stock 
the federal government with Klansmen and perhaps to 
run a Klansman for president in 1928. 
The Klan's base of operations generally was in 
' 
-.the South, Midwest,' and West, where most poli t-iciary; 
. Were neutral .if not Partial to the Knights. In late 
" 
1923, when .United States Senator Oscar W. Underwood 
of Ala.bama -publicly -c-ondemned the -Klan in his bid for 
- - ""-'·'--~-·-;,,. ..... ~ .... ----··------the D .. emocrati·c-·~p:resideJ1tial ···nomi-riatiori; the Knights_ 
-"' 
were vitally thre9-tened in their home base. They had 
4 
-·- - . -
. -- - . 
'little 1 course but to wage an, ~11-out campaign to defeat 
U-nderwood in the 1924 p:qesidential. primaries and "State 
., ,•, 
•,. 
~ 
. . 
/ 
~, ,,;1 
,-,--------
---- - - -·---·---· __ _, ______ -- ~ -
.,-
V 
': ,•\, ', I 
" 
.·, 
conventions. ··The Klan successfully did so by sup-
. porting Wil·liam G. McAdoo, the front runn¢r, wherever 
-~-.L~--
,}' . _......., 
-
he opposed Underwood. 
M:eanwhil·e, New York Governor Alfred E. Smith,·· 
_whose candidacy the Klan had originally underestimated, 
stead.ily ~ained modest s·upport in the Midwest and West 
and also swept the Northeast. By late 1923, the. Knights 
. ' 
-y l 
realized th~_t his bid for t·he -Democratic nomination, 
as w·ell a~· Underwood's, had to. be stopped,~; .les.t it 
jeopardize their organization. 
... 
When the Knights decided to enter· the Demo·cratic 
presidential campaign, a series of circumstances had ' ' ' 
.I, - ,. already created a oqwe.r vacuum that enabled them to 
· exert considerable influence. first, President Wil-
' 
. son's retirement in 1921 renewed the intense factional-
ism among Democrats. Second, the narty machinery was 
very disorganized following the humiliating defeat 
·or Ohio Governor James M. Cox in the 1920 presidential 
election. Third,- in spite of his claim$, McAdoo 
' - ::· I 
.. 
-actually f'ailed to seize control of' the Democratic 
national committee • 
. . . P.ue _ to its in"tense -activity on the local ·and 
state l~vels, the Klan placed certain Knights in·· the 
I) 
•• 
.; 
- . Democrat-ic national and standing· c~mmittees, cont.rolled 
some national-delegations to·the 1924national 
. \ 
, 
I 
,. 
,, .... 
.... 
.. 
' . '
' 
,( 
• r 
convention, and.at least infiltrated others. However,. 
~- - the Klan was not fully nrepared to control th~ 1924 
. ' 
Democrat~c nation9-l convention because- it 'had been 
"t 
, ' I 
prematurely hurried into presidential politics.by the 
unanticipated challenges of Underwood and Smith.· 
,.:.,. 
·- .. . The Klan Board of Strategists travelledtto Madi-
) 
son Square Garderi, the.1924 Democratic national cdn-
vention site, not with ~reconceived olans·to dictate 
the nomination and pl~tform but rather with defensive 
.,,, tactics -to· prevent certain events. These included: 
the nomination of either Smith or Underwood; the nomi-
nation of a candidate who was either anti-Klan or was 
not white Anglo-Saxon Protestant; the abrogatio~n, of 
.. 
the. two-thirds rule, the preservat.ion of which ga.:ve 
the South (where Klan strength was greatest) a veto 
i 
' 
over the nominee '( especially Smith and Underwood); 
, and the insertion of an anti-Klan plank into the na-
, 
t!onal party platform. The Klan's success_in pre-
vent.ing these events raised emotions that made Demo-· 
cratic defeat inevitable in November -1924 and set 
· , the stage for the even_tual control of· the party by 
• ~ 
- - -------·----,·--·_, .... -~--___ -r,><~-----···--'---.'~'-' ---~· •. ·- ~---_, __ h._=_,---_ ..... ·-... --- .• 
a coalition headed by t~e Eastern wing~ 
. ,. 3 
. ' 
' . . 
. ' . 
"' 
' .... -· 
-~------··-·- . . 
; . 
I 
.. 
', .. .,._,\ ...... : 
.. 
' I . . ' .. 
-·. I 
I' • 
CHAPTER I: 
THE DEMOCRATIC ?ARTY PRIOR _TO 
THE 1924 NATIONAL CONVENTION 
.. 
'"' 
.. THE SE CT rorJALISM v/ITHIN THE p JlRTY 
Fr·om about, 1900 through 1924, the Democratic 
,, 
party _consisted of three major sectional factions: ·· 
Southern Agrarian, ·western (and PMidwestern) Populist, 
and Eastern Machine. The Southern Agrarian faction 
was deeol·y conservative w~th the electorate concen-
. 
• r 
~ trated in the hands of poor whites who could be in-
. . 
/ 
flamed and manipulated by anti-Catholic or anti.-N~gro 
propaganda. The Western (and Midwestern) Populist 
faction used politics as a tool of the present rather 
" 
. 
· than the past. Western Democrats.formed pressure 
,gr·ouos, .. 1hi.red .. lobbyists, -and supnoF-ted-referm eandi-
' . ,, ' 
dates to alleviate economic discontent. Western . . 
. __.... - -- ·--- .• ,.,,._ . .,,-._ -"-·---·-· -~--, ....... -, .......... ,. __ p,:,.,._.,:. __ ,..... ___ ·-··-~ .... -- .. ~:;. ~-·- _ ... - ·-...--·~"-- --~----- -··.- - ~·- ... ,,.;- . - - . . . ..... ·- v-· 
._ poJ.i tics also · contained a strong .strain ... JJf funda- · 
< •• 
" 
, 
. ' ~ 
_mentalism' that the J(lan exploited. The Eastern Ma-
chine· fact'i:on included the majority of recently 
J 
... 4 
:- .... ~.~ 
; '~ 
' ' 
,.l 
..... 
! 
"' 
·-· 
I-_., 
-. ._.-.... , 
' 
..)l, 
' l 
·-
naturalized i·mmigrants who had poured into big cities 
after World War I. -..r This influx encouraged the fur.ther 
growth of machines di~ected by bosses whom the y{estern · 
Populists believed represented corporate·· interests. 
' Al though the thr .. ee wings of the party were fre-
. -
.., . """'~ 
quently discordan·t in party principles, nevertheless, 
they held overlapping sympathies~ For instance, wet 
Midwestern. bosses such as George E.~Brennan and Thomas.· 
'· . 
~ 
Taggart, anathema todry,Protestants in rural Illinois 
.and Indiana, were more attuned to the Eastern faction. 
On the other hand, Al Smith- ~nd urban liberalism, 
anathema t~ dry Protestant~ in rural New York and 
Pennsylvania, were well received in predominantly 
Catholic Wisconsin.I 
Initially, President Wilson's popularity in the 
party and th·e nation was· strong enough .to ·prevent an .... 
' 
open split. among Democrats. By· 1919 his charisma had 
\ 
lnavid B. Burner, The Po.litics Of Provincialism: 
The De mo er at i c art In rans.it ion : · 1 l -.1 -2 · ( New .... · . --··- ··-···-·-·--·---.-------- __ _ _ ______ . 
ork: Alfred A. Knopf, ,19 at; ___ p. 100·~; .. 
Schoharie County (New York) District A~ttorney ·Alberti 
Baker noted that his congressio.nal district and up-
state ... New_ York were stiTI-~ary and opposed .to Smith f or-·-pr1:rs1-,t·en~-;----=-----~·--,-----··:--~-----,---------------~------ ______ ... _ - . 
Alberti· Baker' to fJlcAdoo_, •June 22, 1924, Vlill:i:am Gibbs 
McAdoo Papers, D'Iyision of ManJ~scrip~s, Library of Congress. · · · ,. , 
-.. 
. Smi~h' s delegate slate · ov~rWQ.elmingly won. th.e April ·-· "\' -
1-, 1924 Wisconsin primary, as will b~ discuss.ed in 
Chaot~r. III. 
-. .. 
5 
, 
.·.·.·.1·.: 
( 
t, 
]j 
-
'· 
<::.' 
......... 
. gradually waned ·due to maj·or labor strikes and numerous 
-postwar economic problems. By 1920 the president's 
',\.'"., 
poor health and the growing controversy con·cerning the 
L.eague of Nations had made his._chances for a third 
term remote. 
Given this situation, no one person could have 
.. prevented· a fight for the nomination _at the 1920 Demo-· 
.. 
-era tic .. national convention between IVIcAdoo, a ·dry pro-
. gre,ssive New Yorker, ·and A. Mitchell. Palmer, a dry 
erstwhile progress·i ve Pennsyl vani.an. Th,e McAdoo-
Palmer stalemate and the New rork delegation's switch 
from favorite son Smith to Ohio's favorite son Cox 
ultimately led to-the,latter's selection. He was 
nominated on the 44th ballot by a coalition. of all 
major party factions led by machine b·osses Brennan, 
Taggart, Edmund H. Moore 
Murphy of New York.2 
of Ohio, and Charles F. 
'i> 
The 1920 Democratic national convention marked 
. the- first time in sixteen years that William Jennings 
• 
Bry~n, ·three times his party's standard bearer, 'did · 
. 
----
not wield enough influence·to have .his choice, this 
., 
time ~lcAdoo, nominated. By 1920· Bryan's popul~sm ana. 
----- -- ------ --- ---- - ------ ----- -- . - -- - -----·---------------------- --- --- ----
. I ' 
• 
.. 2Burner, The ~Politi.cs, Of Provincialism:. The ' Derpocratic Party Iri Transition:, 1918-1932~. pp •. 62-63. 
6 
, .. 
' ' ,: ...... 
'· 
.. 
ti 
/ 
. ' t•, 
•... ,.,. 
··- ~·-·,.-- , ... -,_..:.... 
~ biblical oratory had become re~u~sive to the ~ban 
. -.-
' . East, and his chari.sma had declined in other sections .· ... 
____ () 
as well~ 
··--,•-"•°'- ~ ,-.-,;..c·, ..--,--.-.,-I .. 
Cox interpreted the very .. lopsided Republica,n 
"" .', 
victory in November 1920 as a.personal rebuke anQ 
• 
thereafter relinquished hiij position as titular.head 
-·:--·~.. 
\, o·r the ·party for the next four years. The combination 
· ... of .. the .-party's virtual bankruptcy, vfilson' s poor· 
-
health_,.· Bryan's tarnish~d image, and· Cox.' s refusal to 
effectively assert authority left the party at this 
.fl \ 
· ,, .. ,.time without national leadership and direction. 
In spite of these conditions, the Democrat,s 
\. 
' gained seventy-six House seats, six Senate seats, 
and a number of governorships in t-he 1922 mid, term 
elections. Combi.ned with the Harding scandals that 
,,,, 
were revealed· the following year, the above gains. 
brought renewed hopes for a DemQcratic presidential 
·, victory in ·19214. · At the· same time, the 1922 election 
results contained an ominous note r·or Southern and 
Westerri" Democrats because t·hirty-eight of the sevent,y- __________________ _ 
six new House seats were from Eastern Machine states •. ·, 
. / 
Except Philadelphia._', several large Eastern cities 
' 
which·hadpreviousl~ been Republicc3.n voted Democr;tic.3 ' ;'" ' . 
t ,,· I ~ 
' 
. 3Burner·, The Politics Of Provincia·lism: The '1 Democratic Part. ··In Transition: · 1 18-1 , · P°!l• \~-:i.04.:. 
• e . emocratiG Tidal \rlave, '' ~he . Literary Digest, Vol. 75, No .. 7 (N·ovember 18, 1922), pp. 9711. 
7 
. 1 
-.. "" 
1.i·• 
i ' 
- ..... 
-.. ·- ··-' ·t···· 
._..-,..,, 
The Eastern urba,ri wing- of the party experienced fan-· 
- ------~ ---- ··~-~ 
~asti,c growth. ~Furthermore, Smith,,\ w·hd had been 
narrowly defeated in the Reptib~ican landslide of 1920, 
,i., ' ), 
--·--·-"•· '•-''••,·-,--.-- ,,., ...... , .. ,.,,,v,,,.,,,.,,,., .• - - ....... ,,_ ··.-.,- - c; l, u 
'-··wa····s·····.-·-···o·v· ·erwh·-·e··-1··· ··m··1·n···.g-···1··.··yr,,, ·.·"·:t,··e--· .. ·.·e·-.. ~-···.·e· * ······a-·"·g··-·-·a··-.--·-1·--···n"·';"'.·.····1 .. n· ··-.-··1···9·· "2··,..;.· .. 2·~-. ,'• ·a····'-s"· N-···--e·· 'w" ·. """ ·y··· .. ·o·N·r•' k··.- , .. -
.,.. 
',' 
• 
• 1-,1 governor.· 
\ 
·. 
' ' 
By 19.24 Palmer'~.- prestige was severely damaged 
because he had overreacted to the Red· Scare. IVIean-
while, Smith gained momentum in the Northeast and 
McAdoo emerged~as the logical choice of Southern and 
?5 
-Western Democrats. The story of lVIcAdoo 's candidacy 
• 
,,.,, in 1923 and 1924 1S to a large extent the story of 
• I 
.. 
the Ku Klux Klan • Democratic politics. Several in 
presidential aspirants were acceptable to the Klan • 
. But as events later developed, only McAdoo was viable 
'le " 
a.s a candidate in both the South and West. Therefore, 
the' Klan naturally turned to him to serve its plJ.rposes 
in these areas. 
• 
THE UNIJIAKING OF .4. CANDIDATE 
. 
- --·- ... ·- ---- - . ---------·--· -·-··· ··-----·--··· .. ·-----····-·-···-- -··- ··----~-------· 
-By, --late 1923, McAdoo wa·s by far the: odds-on 
' • " I 
- - --- - - .J' 
a short span -of a· few months, he no longer had it · 
.. 
' ' 
Seven major mistakes', interrelate_d . .. within his gra,1sp. 
-
and compo·unded upon one another,. contributed significantly 
., 
•,, 
' 
( 
~ ... 
1>,.,;",,'• 
"'· 
-,· .: . 
( 
to 1'lcAdoo' s ''unmaking'' as· a candidate· •. J\'lany_ of the'm 
·were predicated upon ·his foolish decisions that were 
;J 
not those of a seasoned politiciap._ In summarizing 
·--·~·-···-·· .. ·.····.········ .. · ........ ·-· ·.·······--······· .. ·.··········-· ---~~ .. ·-·--·thes·e·~~·mi~sta·ke··s··;···i~t·-··-··must·-·ue··~ncrtEd--·-·t·hat McAdoo had· al-
', '•/ 
' . 
1 ',. 
' "' 
-ready held some of the highest American political 
appointments. He had been vic~-chairman and acting 
.. 
·/ -· . 
chairman oftthe Democratic national committee, secre,;.. 
tary of the United States Treasury, and chairman of 
- ·•···· 
the Federal Reserve Board. In addition, he was a 
son-in-law to President Wilson and a highly successful 
corporation lawyer. Except for his candidacy for 
the presidency, McAdoo neither had- sought nor had been 
·. elected to any public office. Despite his br~}liant 
Y n 
------~-career __ of ___ top~_a_ppointments, .McAdoo lacked the benefit 
· of political experience thatrwould have exposed him 
to the grass roots of seeking elective office. 
On Inauguration Day 1921, Edward M. House, a 
close adviser to Wilson, confided in his diary that ~ ' . 
McAdoo had already discussed with him running f~~---~h.§? ___ ~ _________ ··-····----- _ 
' ·~ 
presidency in 19~4.4. At the suggestion of Daniel c. 
. . . ' 
Roper of Washington D.C. 1 ... a-'former comroissioner'of 
't 
· 4Lee N. · Allen, ''The McAdoo Campaign For The 
Presidential. Nornination~·In 1924,'' The Journal Of 
Southern History, 'fol. 29, No. 2 ,(lvlay:, 1963), p. 
212. 
' .; 
l 
. . 
... 
.. 
""'''·-.~ \~. 
' 
\ 
Internal Revenue Ul)der ·Wilson, ~icfidoo moved from New 
--------------·-- - ---··---·--,--------~- - ---~---~--------·--·-·-·------ --·-- - ---- 1 
York tq California iri 1922. The.re:··:he hoped to 1obtain 
\.... 
. 
·•··· 
, a poli~,i·cal base of operations and improve his dry 
1 
progressive im8.p;e.5 .---·-As the 1924,·:nemocr~·t.ic nltional 
coriventi-0n approached, however, both IvlcAdoo and his -
. 
. . 
. ' 
advisers displayed a lack of elementary political 
acumen and were outmaneuvered by the Smith forces 
time and again. 
McAdoo's decision to stay in the oresi.dential 
race after failing to· effectively reorganize th-e-
Democratic nation~~l __ comrni ttee was his first major 
mistake. As early as December 1920, McAdoo planned 
to replace· George H. White of Ohio as national chair-. 
man. McAdoo p~eferred one of the following: Daniel 
Roper; Robert W. Woolley of Washingt~n. D.C., an Inter-
-·--·--· . ' . 
state Commerce commissioner and McAdoo campaign adviser 
_ in 1920; Breckinridge Ldng of Maryland, an ex-assistant 
- ·-- - ··-- --- --· --.~ ·- - - .. - -- - ,. --· -· ---~ ~ . " -
secretary of state under Wilson; or Scott Ferris.of 
· 1 
Oklahoma, a former state representative.6 
. 
Instead, 
I 
5naniel Calhoun Ro-p-er, Fifty Years. Of Public Life {Dlll"ham-,-North-Carol·ina:· -. Duke ··University· Press, 1951)' pp. 212-213 ~ 
~-------·--• •- .- _?____ T 
_, -
.· -,~-----·-. ___ _: __ -·-- 6~ew York Time$~ De c~.mber 15, 1920_, --p: -5; J'ebrU~ - --
.. ary 9, 1921, p •. 15; October 25, J-921, p. 17. ·. Burner,:···· The Politics 0£ Provinci~lism: The Democratic Party ln Transition: 1918-19;2, p. 146.-
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the national committee selected Cordell Hull of 
Tennessee.in the Fall of 1921. This was largely 
~ 
a r-esul-~gf a conference among Democratic leaders 
Cox,· Palmer, and Underwood, all of whom after McAdoo's 
attempted maneuvers became especially determined to 
contain the McAdoo forces within the party.7 Never-
r~ ., 
---~-.. 
theless, McAdoo h~d lost all the influence and ap-
/' 
·----- -· 
.pointive powers o·f the national chairmanship by riot 
placing his own. man in this office. 
McAdoo had no more success when he tried to re-
organize the. Democratic national committee itself.! 
He could not place his own men as national committee 
officers. Appendix A shows that at least two of the 
three, including the chairman, were not pro,~McAdoo. 
" 
'Thirty-three of the 108 national committee members 
(30.5%) were voting delegates at the 1924 Democratic 
national convention. In their recorded vote$ through-
QJ1t ___ th_e ______ prol.onged balloting for the nornina tion and on ~ . 
. 
. 
• 
various issues, these thirty-three delegates consis-
• 
tently voted twenty-one against McAdoo, nine for -
. ' 
--- --_·i_ ---·--a--·--,------~ 
McAdoo, qnd three undetermined, as -shown in A-P-pendix B-~---.. ~-----·----
~ 
------------ ··-- ----- . __________ ... :· ___ ; _. ______ ------- ___ ---;--;:-·----.,---· ---- ------------- ·:_:·-_:-:..·.-~:..::-.-_---_---·--·::-. -
~------~---·-.. -----:---~7A1-len, ''The ·McAdoo_ Campaign· For Th~--Pre·s:tden.tial · · 
-_ Nomination Irl. 1924, '' p. · 212. · Burner,.· ±he. Politi cs 
!Of Provincialism:. ·· The Democratic Part In· Transi- · 
· ion: 
5, 1921, 
McAdoo's 
Chapter.-
I ' • . ~ . , 
- , , ., ~ 
, p. 4 · N·ew York Times, February 
p. 10 • L... 
-, . 
mane.uvers will be discuss~d later in this 
. -;' . 
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McAdoo could not place hi&-own men as national 
convention officers. Appendix C sho~s that at least 
three of .the six, including the nermanent and temporary 
' 
.!, 
chairme·n, we~e not pro-Mc .. t\doo. Similarly, Appendix D 
.~, -- - . ..., 
. ·~ ~ 
shows that he could not get ~is own men either in the 
chairmanshio or in contro-1 of the irir!Jortant rules and 
.j •• 
order of business committee. 8 Otherwise, this commit-
tee would-have passed a resolution during the national 
convention to amend th~ two-thirds rule for nomination 
as requested by McAdoo. In fact, McAdoo could not 
'even prevent the national committee from selecting 
New York City, the home base of his principal opponent, 
as the national convention site. 
.,,--,' 
· In the selection of chairmen and officers for 
both the national committee and the national convention, 
=-~~---=---~= --~-,-··· 
$For rules and order of business committee chair-
man, the McAdoo advisers p-referred: _ Frank H. Farris 
of Missouri, a state senator; W.R. 1Iollister of· Mis.;. 
souri, a ·former secretary of the Democra'tic national 
·committee; or. Gilbert 1\i1. Hitchcock of tJebraska, · a former United States senator. 
New York Times, June 2·2, 1924, p. 3. 
_ The Democratic, national committee selected ·none .of 
the above three Mc_A_d __ o.o .. ~----choice-s · fo·r"--rute-s·~-a:r1d ·-ortter-·-·-----
of busin-ess committee ch-airman. In fa·ct, Farris and 
Hitchco~k were not even seated i1?:.~:-~he rules an·a. order 
-~-~--(Yf---.b-usin~ss ·comrni ttee. __ 
_____ _ .. ------ _ _ 
0 
Officia-1---R-e ort-·or--Tne :Proceedin s··-or-The·"--Democratic 
National Committee l 2 · Indianapol_is.: Book,ialter-
Ball-Gr~athouse ·Printing Company, 1924), pp •. 33-34-
'\ . ( -hereafter cited. as ,Off~. ·Proc. Of 1924) • 
12 . 
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.• 
· in the choice of the national---convention--site, and 
;,,. ' ---------- .,,..,. , ... ",•·"·· 
in· the ball1oting. for the .nomin?-tion and· for the various 
. . •. -~ 
. 
parliamentary mov~s during the- na~~onal -convent.ion, . 
McAdoo ·simply did not get 1;he votes. In short, he 
could not possibly. have ,controlled the Democratic 
national committee. 
l4cAdoo's grand strategy to captur~ the 1924 
. 
De.mocratic nomination, lacked a carefully conceived 
I 
and well-executed. plan to ga~n contr.ol ·or the national 
committee and the national convention delegates. 
McAdoo did. not realize how hi·s · unsuccessful ·attempt,. - · 
to get control of' the national committee would cata-
lyze his enemies·. He confi_dently approached·-the 1924 · 
Democratic nation_al c~nvention refusing to believe 
th~t he did not have control~· 
. McAdoo's -second major mistake involved the choice 
. of ·location for the national convention. By February --~ 
.. 
_ .. 1-921_, the· same anti-Ivlc.A..doo party leaders ( C9x, Palmer, 
~ and Underwood) pushed for an Eastern site for the 1924 
.national convention. In December 1923, Charles Murphy, 
- the shrewd leader of _Tammany Hall", ·collaborated with,--.. - ------- .-
.. 
. Herbert- B. Swope,_ the-executive editor of The iNew York ___ _ 
... 
------
.. -- - -world, to plan the ·1924 nationa-1----eonvention _,in New 
. ~ . . . ;, 
-··"·- -··· ,._, ___ --
-------------~ ----- -- -- --.----·· -··-------------
York City_. 9 The Demo-era.tic_ national committee con.vaned 
' . 
9New York Ti.mes, February 5,--1921, p.10. Frank 
R. Kent, 'I'he. Democratic,. party: ~&. HiStot"y .· (New Yoil(:· 
The Ceptury-Compar1y, ·1928),fP•· 475 •. 
. . -• 
" -
.. 
... -- -----
_,.,.. 
''{ 
.. 
. ·-;•·,.·,, 
.... l 
~ .. I , I•,~ , > J<, • ', 
in Washington D. c. on January 15, 1924 to select a 
national. convention-site. New York City ·readily out-
... , ..... ~ 
bid San Fran·cisco, Chicago, and St. Lout·s and was· 
chosen on the 3rd ballot by fifty-six of the 103 na~ 
tional committee members present and vo~ing. 10 
" McAdoo strongly opposed New York City, pref'erred 
San Francisco or at .. ··least a i1idwesterri location, but 
,refused to take a public position for fear of alienati.ng 
. ~ 
. 
his supporters who favored New York City. 11 The New 
. ~ 
' 
--~------ ·---
York Times noted in December 1923 that the· iicAdoo forces 
would allow the national convention to go ·to the highest 
bidder, unless it be New York City which selection they 
regarded as ''inimical'' to their candidate. The New 
York Times then noted ih February 1924 that the na-
tional committee had selected New York City over the 
protests of the McAdoo ·forces and suggested that McAdoo 
was not as strong among Democrats as his advisers had 
contended. 12 . 
In no way could McAdo~ dictate the national con-
-· 
vention site without having first controlled the 
--------~99ff. Proc. Of 1924, pp-~ 1120-1170 • 
11A-lien, ''The McAdoo Campaign For, The Presi-
dential Nomination In 1924,'' pp. 219-220 • 
• 1 12New York Time~., December 28, 1923., p. · 2; 
F~bruat-y 2, 1924, p., 5. -._· 
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national ·.<;ommi ttee. Allowing his -- forces to release 
statements promoting an all-out attempt to prevent 
the selection of New York City ~nd subsequently failing 
. ___ .. ----------
to do so was a political blunder.a McAdoo did not 
recognize the many disadvantages of ·playi-ng the ''con-
vention game" on the home field of the opposing po-
__ litical professionals. 'l'h-aydid not miss a trick as 
'~ ,. ;;_1,,4. - -
events later developed. In fact, McAdoo advis@-r----A-ngus--------~ -
W. McLe~n~.of Nbrth Carolina later wrote McAdoo in 
December 1924 that' the entire episode of selecting a 
• 
national conv-ention site had been a costly mistake 
in McAdoo's campaign.13 
McAdoo's third major mistake came to light two 
'-
weeks after the selection of New York City as the 
·national convention site. On February 1, 1924, news-
paper reports disclosed that McAdoo had legally repre-
sented Edward L. Doheriy, pres-ident of Pan-American 
Petroleum and principal defendant in the Teapot Dome 
scandal. Although McAdoo's legal services to Doheny 
. -
-had been proper., the publicity was disastrous to the 
McAdoo image-becau-se- it tarnished: his name, his career, 
------ - ~---·--
\ -
and ,his ambitions. The headlines ___ and editorials that ----~ 
~ .., \ ' 
1 1 
I 
. I 
swept the country were both -sensational'" and drastic._ 
t 
. 13/\.ngus W. ~cLean to McAdoo., December<' 26, 1924, 
McAdoo Papers. 
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"· 
. The Baltimore Sun labeled ~1cAdoo ''unavailable'' to 
-his party and The New York \1lorld demanded his with-
drawal from the presidential 'race ... 14 
C 
(j; . Anyone entertaining political ambitions, especially 
I for the highest elective office in the land, never 
should have accepted Doheny as a client under any 
circumstances.· Both Joseph P. Tumulty, Wilson's 
private_ secretary, .and Bernard IvI. Baruch, former 
chairman of the War Industries Board and later a 
McAdoo campaign adviser, had warned r~cAdoo not to 
., 
associate with Doheny.15 
McAdoo did not anticipate that his enemies would 
make such savage use of this major political blunder. 
Also, he did not realize the precious time that would 
be consumed in the Spring_ of 1924 when he should have 
been devoting maximum effort to his political campaign • 
. 
McAdoo's shabby treatment of party leaders and 
14Kent, p. 4,81. Allen, "Tl)e McAdoo. Campaign For The Presidential Nomination In 1924, '' p. 220. For in depth accounts of McAdoo and the oil scandals, 
see David H. Stratton, ''Splatter~d 1Alith Oil: 1/lilliam G. McAdoo And The 1924 Democratic Presidehtial Nomi-
_!lation," The Southwestern Social Sc.ience u.arter!Y, 
--- -Vol. 44,-No;---1- -Jun.e, 19 3 and J. Leonard Bates, ,!ti' ' ' 
---------·-''The -_Tea_pot- Dome- Scandal ·And The Election Of 1924, '' The American Historical Review, Vol. 60, No. 2· /& (January, 1955). ·· -_: .. , - · - -
\ 15Joseph P. ·Tumulty to McAdoo, January 19, 1919, McAdoo Papers •. Bernard M. Baruch, Baruch.: The Public · !ears (New Iork: Holt, Rinehart, And Winston, 1960), · ~~~ -~BO. 
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, his poor public relations proved to be his fourt-h 
.... major mistake. For instance,,. in 1920 McAdoo need-
- lessly entered the __ Ohio_ ~rima~ against declared 
J) 
favorite son Cox·and was soundly defeated. If McAdoo 
had avoided this ~ontest, ~is feud with Cox might 
I 
never have begun. Perhaps an accord with the Ohio 
governor could have been reached during the inter-
vening years. Instead, McAdoo further intensified 
Cox's bitterness toward him in 1921 by 'crudely at-
tempting to unseat National Chairman George White, 
,, 
a Cox appointment. In 1924 when McAdoo unnecessarily 
entered the Ohio primary again, Cox justifiably became 
enraged. He also entered, ··r but only as a favorite 
son and solely to defeat McAdoo. 16 
A prime example of,McAdoo's poor public rela-
' tions occurred when he arrived by train in New York 
City just prior to the 1924 national co.nvention. _ He 
. 
~· 
publi cly __ Go:hde_rnned the city, his former home for 
thirty years, as: 
••• reactionary, sini"ster, unscrupulo.us,---mer-
cenary, and sordid ••• wanting in national ideals, ~ ~- ' 
_ __devoid of conscience ••• rooted in corruption, 
- directed by ___ g~~-~d ,a.nd __ ~dOJtlinat_ftd _ _b_y .. selfish- . 
ness.17 _ · 
. . 16J'?-mes M~----Gox, Jollr~er Through MY Years (New 
York; Simon and Schuster, 946), pp. ·324, J27 •. 
17navid B. Burner, "The Democratic Party In The 
Election Of 19~4," Mid-America, Vol. 46, No. 2 (April, 1964), p. 97. · 
17 
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At times, McAdoo's public utterances exhibited 
I . . 
a,political naivete that was~ almost unbelievable. He: 
needlessly antagonized party leaders and .groups that 
(,., ·- ,.,.· -"-.. _.,,.,c.,..,~,,., • 
-.------------.-....---
otherwise might have lent him support. Specifically, 
McAdoo's intermeddling into Ohio ~6litics prompted 
this state's national delegation to keep every single 
ballot)away from him at the 1924 national convention. 
__ --.,-,.=~•••,."••~~ -.a.,-~~~ -,·""<C·'-·•~-<""•-·•"- r W, • -, •• '"•·• 
····--··-· --- --- ------ ·-------·- --. · · ·McAdoo' s poor selecti· on o'f a nat-1· ona·1· campa1· gn 
mana.g~:i:_conStituted a fifth major mistake. In the 
I, - ·, 
"' Fall of 1923 at the suggestion of Daniel Roper, McAdoo. 
chose Judge David L. Rockwell, Whom he previously 
had not known or had even met.18 Rockwell exhibited 
' 
organizational abilities but lacked other attribute·s 
that were absolute.ly essential to a successful na-
t·ional campaign manager. Variously described as 
;. ) 
unbearably conceited, bullheaded, sensitive to criti-
cism, unfit to handle delicate negotiations, a prima 
donna, and an excessive drinker, Rockwell developed 
into a luxury that McAdoo just could not afforct.19 
Throughout the 1924 campaign, Rockwell, like 
M·cAdoo, made one costly mistake after another. For 
-------- ---- ___________ ..._._ 
., 
.18Allen, "The McAdoo·· c-am.paigff "F'Oi The Presidential 
··-----------·-----·-----ijomiriation In l 924," p. ,215. 
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example, McAdoo's advisers met fr~quentl-y in early 
February 1924 to discuss hi13--political future in light 
... 
of the oil scandals. Ex-cept, for Ro~ckw:e~ .. l, pract-ica~).y . 
all of them agreed that i'~ was. in McAdoo' s best .interest 
to withdraw from the presidential camp_aign. Then -
-Rockwell foolishly persuaded McAdoo not only to stay .. 
... 
in the race but also to enter the 1924·0hio primary 
' . 
against favorit~ son Cox.20 The results of this 
., primary contest turned eut----to-----b-e disastrous for McAdoo, 
as_will be seen in Chapter III • 
. Another--example of: Rockwell's shortcomtngs in-
t- .. -· -- --
valved the resignation in early March 1924 of Frank 
E. Fra~ier, of£i~e manager at the McAdoo headquart~rs. 
He explained his defection in a mimeographed letter 
i 
to all I'-icAdoo worke·rs. Rockwell blamed the entire 
- -ep-isode upon Roper, ·who had originally recommended 
Frazier. Roper, in turn-, complaine_d to McAdo:o of 
-
·Rockwell's insults and· refused to communicate with " 
Rockwell until the_ latter apologized. Rockwell also · 
. 
refused. Hence, the breach between the two men 
continued, into the national convention itself .2.1 
• 
. . "' 
) 
,---~------·····-'.: ... c--,-------·.·=:-~==·=~c .. -,-~--- 1,-- : ___ ZQ_ear~ er Field . Bernard Rar1J cb: .·· P arki Ben ch . . . ; --- ------------------~------~·------.. --:.·--~ _ ·--- · . Statesman l4th. pr-inti11g~~-~~~:rtew:-York--:--·--·.vihitthr§~Y H_ouse·, 0 -· ________________ : ________ ~:-~~--~~ 
----···-·- --· .McGraw~Hill Book Company, Inc., 1944 ),- PP.• 204~205 .-
· Baruch, pp. 181-182. · Roper, p. 218. ·.· Allen, ''The Mc.Adoo Campa~gn For T-he Preside:gtial I Nominat-ion In 1924, '' pp. 215"•221. Stratton, p. 67.. , 
21A1len, . "The McA(lao ·. campaign For The Presidential . 1 Nomination' In 1924,'' .p.<""'222.~ 
..r . l9 
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In the weeks preceding the national conventioni 
'" 
_ Rockwell made numerous·, ill-timed, - and frequently 
incorrect statements to the press c6ncerning McAdoo's 
---
de_ legate strength anct .. position on the ,.two.:thirds, rule 
", 
for nomination. Rockwell's foolish remarks enabled 
the stop-McAdoo forc~s~ esoecially George Brennan, 
to maneuver McAdoo into a hooeless oosition on the 
... 
c:rucial two-thirds rule i_ssue. _ 
. ' . -•- _/.)_ - -- .~,_- _____ .•. ---~-, ... -.' -
'Q,.....;· .•.• o' 
-· .... ·~-. ·- -........ ..,..,,,..,.., 
Initially, McAdoo did not select a competent 
and experienced campaign manager. After seeing 
,, 
Rockwell perform, McAd:oo did not reolace .him. By 
not firing Rockwell, McAdoo wasted precious time on 
petty matters when every effort should have been 
concentrated on his nomination. Instead of directing 
a smoothly run organization, Rockwell proved to be 
a disruptive and divisive force in the critical weeks 
preceding and during the national convention. 
McAdoo's mishandling of the two-thirds rule 
issue for the nresidential nomination was his sixth 
l 
major mistake •. The two-thirds rule had been Democratic 
' 
-- --- -·"-~ ·- ~---······-.. ··----·----··-·· - -·--·-- _______ ,, ____ ---- ---·-· -
---doctrine and nractice from the first# Democratic national· 
,,c9nvention _ ( convened ip ,fi~l~"jJn.ore on Ivlay 21, 1832) to 
- - - ·--. . .. . 
-and inciudin~g- th_e twenty-second Democratic nat.iona_i_ 
. .. ' 
convention ( convened in St. Louis on June 14, 1916). 
' 
' \ ' - . 
HavJ.f:lg o~.iginally been intended to· aonease Southern 
.. 
20· 
.. 
. ' 
't 
_ ___ _:_ ___ ~- . --·--:;.·--.---~---. ·-~~c..-·····----- -
' . 
• 
. . , 
delegates and protect their minority interests, the 
. 
two-thirds rule was reinstated at every successive 
- - - . - ------ ----. ---·---· ,. -·----·-·--~---~----,.- -
Democratic nq.tional convention by mere,ly ado·9ting 
the rules of the previous conventio-n. 
The twenty-third D_emocratic national convent-ion, 
convened in San Francisco on June 28, 1920, simply 
adopted the rules of the House qf Reoresentatives of 
the sixty-fifth Congress (1917-1918) and made no 
mention whatsoever of the previous convention or of 
the two-thirds rule. As a result, Cox was nominated 
at this national convention by a simple ~ajority 
(699 1/2 of a possible 1094 votes).22 
The Democr~tic congressional sweeps in·Eastern 
urb·an' areas in the 1922 mid-term elections was both 
, ~ rising barometer to political analysts and an indi-
cation of,the po'tential political clout of the big 
city bosses. The New York Times noted in February 
1923 that bosses Brennan, Taggart, and Murphy would 
utilize the two-thirds rule in 1924 to keep the. 
,_, .... 
, · • .. ,,,;;1' -~ ., 
1
1 
· .5, 1923, McAdoo himself publi_cly"_statedxhat--he wanted 
~~·~--.- - .. , ---., .. ....---•-'."' -~. ····--~--,."""'~--·-" --··· ..... •' · .. · -~-----· 
~, ,,.., ____ ,_ -.. , ---------------···-··-----,·,- . -
--.--,'.-'!- ·"f•"'" 
-~··"'"" ---·.-
._,..,_,-~---· -·.--~-<---~--=--~--~--·..,_ ...... ___ ........... ~.-,,Ji!- ... ' ' ., ...... -
'2Zii;tchard C, -Bain, Convention Decisions And 
Voting Recoxds (\vashington. D. c.: The Brookings 
I~stit;,tion, 1960), p. 210, Appendix D (of' Bain). 
21 
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0 
the two-thirds rule kept because its abrogation 
<II\,. 
would only aid his foes.23 
From November 11 through 22 in French Lick, 
Indiana, the stop-McAdoo forces (bosses Brennan, I .,.': ,, 
Taggart, Murphy, and Joseph Guffey of Pen.nsylvania) 
'• 
·'.' discus_sed among other things the veto effect of the 
two-thirds rule. They concluded that McAdoo would 
never get a two-thirds delegate majority because 
their preventive bloc of some 40Q _delegates would be 
I) pledged to the bitter end against his nomination. 
,.,,-,, 
These bosses proposed to make McAdoo 1 s elimination 
their first tactical. move after the 1924 natio'nal 
convention balloting had begun. They also initiated 
a,campaign to encourage favorite sons to enter pri-
maries and state conventions to block McAdoo.24 
- An~ijs McLean, a McAdoo adviser, regarded his candi-
date.'.,s failure to effectively counter this latter 
tactic as another major mistake. 25 
Thereaf-ter, the prospect of McAdoo' s nomination 
rapidly det~riorated as the oil scandal publicity 
23New York-~'=T~ime-s, .--Fe'b"r'.uarY---5,--1923, . p. -·6; 
------·--------· _:~ _______ Noxemb~er 6, 1923 , p. 4. . . 
-
.,, ... .______ _ --··-
24Ibid., Nove.mber 12, 1923;-p.- 6; November 13, 1923, p. 23; November 17, 1923, p. l; November 19, 1923-, pp. 1, 3; November 22, 1923, p. 21. 
...... 
-r'"·- --·-----.,--
- . 
25Angus w. McLean to McAdoo, December 26, 1924, McAdoo Papers. 
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-'. increased. With. the Smith bandwagon gaining momentum 
-- ... , in the Northeast, an increasing number of favorite· 
sons, as shown in Appendix. E, entered primaries and 
state conventions at the encouragement of ·the stop-
. i""W,:, 
'I., .... :·.' I' 
~,., ~ ...... , 
"'·· 
McAdoo forces. By the late Soring of 1924, .McAdoo 
had lined up approximately one-:-third of t11e national 
·· delegates through primaries and state co·nventions 
but had not mustered nearly the·two-thirds majority 
., 
mandatory for nomination. 
The stop-McAdoo forces, cognizant of the Demo-
. 
crats' long standing loyalty to the two-thirds rule, 
purposely baited IvlcAdoo into a ··fight. In answer to 
Rockwell's ill-advised claim (in a speech in Nashville) 
that ·McAdoo would receive 648 1/2 votes at the n§lt_tqp.9-l_ 
convention, Brennan on May 12, 1924 publicly chal-
lenged McAdoo to abolish the two-thirds rule •. In 
behalf of McAdoo, Rockwell nubli'cly replied on May 17 -
->~~...) -,_,,JJ i, V 
that he personally favored breaking the two-thirds 
rule and that McAdoo could win with or withotit it.26 
- McAdoo himself knew that if the two-thirds. rule. 
were abrogated he might command a simole majority--
-for .the no.minat--i-011-.-·-· -Foolis'hly believing~t-hat his · 
. " 
. 
' .. -- ... c.... (. ... .. l . . ... --······ .----··-·-···--·---· 
26New York Times, May 13, 1924, p. 3; May 18, 1924,. p. 2. 
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committee, McAdoo.accepted Brennan's challenge. He 
'dec;ided to risk his candidacy by sponsoring a -~ight 
'-~-~---~-·~--·--·-" ' 
. to abOlish ·the two-thirds rul,e .27 Not wishing to be 
directly associated wi~ the maneuveP, Mc-Adee-~----------~--------·------······------··---· .. --
f 
W.L. Thornton, ·a Texas rules committeeman and a Klans- ... 
man, initiate the attempted change. Thornton wrote 
to approximately fortt national delegations enclosing 
copies of a resolution which favored eliminatiGn- of 
the two-thirds rule, and which had already~ been passed 
, 
. .\ .. 
by the strongly pro-McAdoo Texas state convention.2$ 
27New York Times, June 1_6, 192,4, p. 2; June 20 1924, . p • 2 • ~ - , . 
28Ibid., June 11, 1924 p •. 8;. June 20 1924, p. 2. 
''! am one--of the delegates from Texas to t'he Demo-
cratic National Convention and am writing you with 
regard to a change in the rules, which I think is desirable and. important.·· I have long favored the 
nomination of candidates fo~ President and Vice Presi-dent in Democratic National Conventions by majority . 
vote, and believe that the adoption 0£ such a rule is 
' imperative since women have been given the- ballot and 
the Democratic Party has become distinctly the liberal 
or progressive party in the nation. So believing, I 
· wrote· several communications to newspapers in Texas 
and other states during the past year advocating this . 
change,· and am enclosiri.g. · copy of a resolution, of 
which I was the author, which was adopted by the 
Democratic Stat.a Convention which selected our dele-
. ··gation to the National Convention. · 
I stncerely. __ ll92~g ____ yQJ.t can see your ·· way clear to 
• 
........ ___ supp,oat this proposal ·when· the N·ational- Conven~t-ion~~~ ·· ·---·-····-·--·- ··--·-····· ·--···-·-<··~-- ····· · 
, meets. I am supporting Ivir. IvJ:cAdoo; however, I· .favor .. . 
. ··· ····"···--~-=·--=,-=the·-=-r-e·so•l u ti on wit ho l,rlt . regard· to . the· fortune s ·· ··of any _____ --~·----.. -----.. C--~~-~~----·--·--·--· ----·-----o,·:····-·"" 
. -···--·a~---------~~" candidate. -I·p-restm1e··_yo11 have noted in the Rr.ess. . · · 
i · · ·· the ··statement that lvlr. Brennan, the leader of the 
Democratic organization in Illinois, and other oppo-
nents of I~w. McAdoo have ·expressed themselves ·as 
favoring this ,proposal.· I think -the time .has ... come 
·when· it should be adop;ted, ~egardless of its ;effect·_._· 
upon .the fortunes of a1ny· candidate." · 
New York -T;mes, June ll,1 ___ 1924, p, 8 • 
. . 24 · 
' C •• " 
t> 
On the openi.ng day of the 1924 national conven-
tion, _t,h·e rules and order of business .. committee over-· 
l 
whelm·i_ngly defeated Thornton' s .. _proposal. Then the 
full· convention unanimous-ly passed the comniittee' s 
i~--· 
report which specifically included the preservation, 
.of the two-thirds rule.29 Previously, almost the 
entire national committee had concurred on the rules 
and order of business committee's report.30 These 
actions decisively demonstrate that McAdoo controlled 
neither the rules and order of business committee 
.. ' 
nor the national committee. 
McAdoo openly showed his own insincerity on 
-party reform by first favoring the two-thirds rule 
\· 
and then, only a few months later, condemning it merely 
to expedite his own nomination. Furthermore, McAdoo's 
0 
chances· wtfre ih .. no way enhanced by Rockwell's ~_oss 
misrepresentations of delegate strength. 
McAdo6 did not realize beforehand that he exerted 
no control over the rules and order of business com-
--· - --· ---- .. - ... ·---- ----- - . - -
mittee. Non-Eastern member,s of this committee .. certainly 
would not nass a resolution to abolish the two-thirds ,.., t 
,.,.,d• ,.._.., 
p 
---""---------··,--~--·------------·--··--··~·--·~--------·--~---·---------"------- . 
. 
·~r. 
· 29New York Times, June 25, 1924, p. ~. Off. Proc. Of 1924, pp. 91-92. 
·I ~ 
30New York Times, June 17, 1924, p. -1. 
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r-ule for any· candidate as long as Smith loomed as 
the first potential Catholic presidential nominee • 
.. , 
Even if the rules and order of business committee 
' ' 
had passed such~ resolution, the national conv~ntion· 
-
would ~ever have approved it. The two-thirds rule 
was a ·sacred tradition to most Democrats. 
By forcing and losing this premature showdown 
on the two-thirds rule, McAdoo definitely showed 
. l . 
that he did not control sufficient convention votes 
to be nominated. This catastrophic failure in the 
early tests of strength further catalyzed the stop-
McAdoo coalition of Smith, the big city bosses, and 
the numerous favorite sons, who, as it turned out, 
held the bala~ce of power to prevent McAdoo's nomi-
nation., In convention gamesmanship, McAdoo did not 
foresee ·that trying and failing to change the two-
thirds rule was worse than not trying. at all. 
McAdoo's seventh major mistake was associating 
with the Ku Klux Klan in his quest for delegates. 
His s.trategic decision to do so ·came at a time when 
he fe±-t;, that· the Klan quietly and effectively could .. · 
helo him. 
• <> , ,1.1;·,l··· \;I'• • •<-~ •·•· )v., ,, 
McAdoo A-probably never considered the ' 
0. long-range-effectsa-nd-the--wisdom OI such ··a·- decision; 
- ., : -
' . 
He certainly did not anticipate that his Klan rela-
"'' ~ "" 
tionship would become a·n explosive \poli tical1:: issue. 
l::';: .2=···-·=·~f' ' 
. . I 
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McAdoo gained many Southern and Western defegates 
with Klan assistance; yet. he antagont_~_~d an even 
greater number of Eastern delegates with his Klan 
~· e 
association.Jl .. When the Knights could have delivered 
,; 
for him, helping both to abolish the two-thirds rule 
_· ___ - --··-<i..-- ---- ----------------~, ~------
and to give him the necessary support as he approached 
his peak vote in the national convention.balloting, 
-
~ .... - .. -..-,·-•••<'----· ,--_,,-- ·-:-.· ·•.- ., . -····--·~-------·- -they did not do so~- --Thus, allying with the Klan 
must be regarded as one of McAdoo's.gravest mis-
takes. 
!VIcAdoo, the pre conventio.n favorite, conunitted . 
a number of serious mistakes. Combined with various 
--unfolding events,, these mistakes caused him to lose 
the 1924 ·Democratic nomination. At the national con-
vention, he clearly did not control the national 
committee and never mustered even a simple delegate 
majority, .. let alone the required two-thirds vote •. 
The Smith strength, although far less than 
McAdoo's, was much better organized. Smith's advisers 
-
-· -·· 3 lK -·------·t- -- -- 4°3 l 0 4 _____ -- __ ,,,_ ---en , pp. o -- ._o • . 
----~-L-em A. Dever, publisher of Western America, a Klan 
newspaper in P·ort,land, Oregon, wrote lJicAdoo·that his overwhelming popularity in Klan strongholds, 
~specially in th~ West, more than anything else 
prompted· Catholics to abandoi;i him a.nd support Smith. Lem-A. Dever to IvicAdoo, August 23, 1923·; JvlcAdoo 
·~apers. ,. 
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(Franklin D. Roosevelt, John s. ·Rask9~, Pierre DuPont, 
~ 
Herbert Lehman, and Vvilliam.F. Kenny) were ~1-1 superb 
politicians. With the. aid of bosses Breririari," Taggart, . 
j, 
./•' 
' 
~-- l l\ioore, Guffey, David I. \\Talsh of Massachusetts, and 
. 
~ Frank Hague of New Jersey, they manipulated votes 
a throughout the national convention balloting in order 
to frustrate McAdoo.32 
lts the 1924 Democratic national convention 
• 
-----~- -
drew near, the party machinery was uncontrolled and 
disorganized. Most astute journalists correctly 
predicted a national convention stalemate. No strong 
leader apnealed to all three major sectional factions 
and the two-thirds rule remained intact. A small 
but cohesive delegate minority, r~~ying upon the 
twq-thirds rule used in conjunction with the unit 
---
--· 
rule to make simple ~jority delegations unanimous, 
could thwart~the will of the majority. In short, 
-· the conditions were ideal for a secretive, well-
organized; arid_ politically disciplined minority such 
-as the Knights of the Ku K_lux Klan .to infiltrate the 
1924 D_e_mo~cratic national convention. TJieYcould pro-
long the proceedings .. until.--a candidate satisfact_ory. 
- - -~ --- -
---~-·~----~- --
0 
· 32Tammany boss Charles F. -Murphy had di~d un~. 
· expectedly oni April 25, 1924. 
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CHAPTER II: 
THE KLAN PRIOR TO THE 1924 
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION 
r.: ,/ 
-·· 
- - - ""' - 0 
0 HENOMENAL KLAN GROWTH IN THE EARLY 1920'3 
0 
The Knights of the second Ku Klux Klan found 
0 
an ideal climate for expansion in the unrest that 
followed World War I. Utilizing many biases and 
prejudices,-·the- Klan appealed to native-born, white 
Anglo-Saxon Protestar/ts from all classes of society. 
The Klan membership drive and ~elated finances in-
creased proportionately with the oncoming Smith 
presidential campaign. The Imperial Night-Hawk, 
published by the Atlanta Klavern {local Klan chapter), 
reportedQthat total_ Klan assets skyrbcketed from 
$403,171 in July 1922 to $1,553,761 in December 
- - ----- -·--- -
1923. While t-h.~ --~!'~i:>orts of daily Kl:an growth have 
varied, some reliable estimates have placed th:em 
_, 
as high as 3,500 new members per day and $45,000 in 
29 
.. ~ •• ~,.~'1' ' 
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' 
receipts per day.l _ In light of this pnenomenal 
growth, .Klan political involvemeµt w~s no longer 
.rinancially limited but had -become a matter a_f __ bJlild-
ing an efficient machine. 
The Klan electe·d countless numbers ·'of legislators, 
judges, mayors, and les~er officials throughout the 
country. Appendices F through M provide a few exampl~s. 
·-
-
By 1924 the Klan clai'med to have at least· one Knight 
in every le~islative and judicial ~~~yin the United 
States.2 With the entrenchment of the Klan in both 
major political parties-of many states and with the 
mushrooming of the Smith bandwagon, !mperial Wizard 
Hiram Wesley Evans, the highest ranking national Klan 
official, moved the Klan national headquarters from 
Atlanta to 1;/ashington D. C. in November 1923. About 
1The (Atlanta) Imperial ·Night-Hawk, August 29, 1923, p. I; January 23, 1924, p. 1. -Ben ijaas, KKK (San Diego: Greenleaf Classics, Inc., 1963), po. 62-63. - Robert Coughlan, "Konklave In Kokomo," i923 ( Isabel Leighton Led.J, The As i~in A e: 1 1 -1 1. New York: Simon- and Schuster, 1949 ,-p. 123. United States ijouse Of Representatives, The Ku Klux Klan, -Hearin s Before The Committee. On Rules - , 67th 
__ o_ngress, 1st Se'ssion, 1921 - New York: Arno-·-Press 
and The New York Times, 1969), pp. 14--15. ----
-~. "~ ··- . 
' 0 
' -· 2 
------·-- ·. . -- ..  . . . . ~--·- -- . -------- ... --· 
- :··---··---------A-ldr i ch Blake, T·he- Ku Klux Kraze: A Trip T_hrough 
-- -~ The Klavern (Oklahoma City: 1924), p. 40. - Haas,. p. 69. _ Edgar I. Fuller, The Vis.ible Of .The Invisible 
· Empire . (Denver: .Maelstrom Publis.hing Company, Inc., 1:925 J, pp. 68-7·0. The Ku ·Klux Klan Hearin s Be£ore The Committee On Ru 21, pp. 12, 2 -27, 3· -37. 
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this same time, Grand Dragon David O. Stephenson 
of Indiana boasted that he would be the Klan's choice ... 
for oresident in 1928.3 
Thus, by the early ·1920's, the Klan had con-
' 
siderable manpower and money to influence presidential 
;,"politics but lacked a specific r·'eason to enter the 
. 
~ 
. 1924 campaign. The candidacies of Smith and Underwood 
provided this i~petus for the Knights' involvement. 
The nomination of either man represented a direct 
threat to the Klan's survival.4 
3Michael Williams, The· Shadow Of The Pope (New · York: ·Whittlesey House; McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1932), o. 141. Fuller, p. 58. Charles Oliver Jackson, ''The Ku Klux Klan, 1915-1924: i\ Study In Leadershio'' (unpublished rJiaster' s thesis, Emory Uni-
versity, 1962), p. 99. William Peirce Randel, The 
_Ku Klux Klan: A Century Of Infamy (?hiladelohia; Chilton BoDks, 1965), pp. 196-197. Edgar Allen· Booth, The Mad l'-Iqllah Of America (Columbus, Ohio: Boyd El-lison Publisher, 1927), pp. 45-46. Benjamin Herzl 
·Avin, ''The Ku Klux Klan, 1915-1925: A Study In Re-ligious Intolerance" {unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Georgetown University, 1952), p. 277. $ 
4v~~ious oeriodicals and tlan literature. of the 1920's bontain.avowed,statements by Knights that they~ . 
expected to control the national government.in 1924. A Klan 4ocument s;tolen .from Atlanta headquarters in 1923 revealed olans to take over the capitol. 
Williams, po. 125, 147.rt·---~:~::Yli.l __ l_~r, __ pn. 57-5.8,. _ Avi~~--:-~ p. 270. ''WhyThey Joiri·The Klan,"-----ThB:-··N·ewRepublic, 
__ JJ.o.:l. 36,_ No.· 468 (Novemper 21, 1923), pp •. 321-.322. 
''The Klan-And.The Bottl·e," The Nat·ion, Vol.· 117, No. 3046 "{Nqvember 21, -1923 )·, p. 570. Edmtin·d A. l4oore, ·· _ A Catholic R.uns For President: The Camnai n Of 1, 28 
ew York: The Ronald Press Company, 1956 , p. 27. _. 
1 Gustavus Myers, Histor "Of Bi otr In The -United States. 
'··· (2nd printing; New ork: Random ,flo_use, Inc., 1943 ,· p. 296. · Burner, The Politics Of P:rovincialism: The Democratic. Party !n .·Transition:< 1918.:.1932, p. 86 •. · 
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THE KLAN 1SELECTS A PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE 
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' 
Smith's Roman Catholicism, urban background, 
ii 
immigrant following, mach·ine ties., and staunch defense 
· 
1 of alcohol represented the very antithesis of basic 
Klan doctrine. , The Dawn, published by the Chicago 
Klavern, reoorted that the ''Papal machine'' supported 
Smith and intended to take over the Amer~can_ govern-
ment after he had been elected president.5 
On May 23, 1923, Governor Smith signed the Walker 
't.-Law stinulating that all oath-bound societies except 
labor unions and benevolent orders had to file their 
by-laws, membership lists, and other pertinent informa-
tion with the secretary of state. New York Klan lea-
ders declared that by approving this law., Smith signed 
''his own political death warrant as far as his asp_ira-
tions for the presidency L-wereJ concerned. n9 
Smith, the Klan's natural enemy, did not enter 
any presidential preference primaries. On the other. 
. 
. hand, Sen~tor Underwood posed a more direct challenge 
to the Klln early~tn the campaign. In Houston on 
.,,,, 
--- -, ·-·- _•;·_·,-·- ··-·-----·,.----c- ---------
-·---
------·--------~--5,,November Rail Splitter Exposes Smith, Walton,,,-----~ 
_The (Chicago) Dawn, Vol. I, No. 51 (October 20, 1923), 
. p. 20. ~ 
6"The Klan Defies A State," The Literary Digest, Vol. 77, No. l'O (June 9, 1923)·, p. 12. Charles E. Rice, Freedom Of Association (New York: · University 
.Press,·1962), pp. 133-134. Myers, p. 292. 
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October 27, 1923, be bitterly assailed the Klan as 
' few other statesmen had ever done p~licly. Under-
.wood declared that its very existence was a threat 
to every decent American and anathema to democracy 
itself. He delivered a similar speech in Boston on 
Armistice Day 1923. Throughout the 1924 primaries 
and state conventions, Underwood blasted the Klan 
and made it his leading issue.7 
If Underwood could win the nomination or even 
exhibit considerable Southern support at the 1924 
Democratic national convention, other Southern poli-
(' "' 
ticians might follow his lead and use the Klan as a 
whipoing boy. In response to the threats of Smith 
and Underwood and in light of the tremendous manpower 
. 
and money that the Klan had amassed, the Knights had 
little choice but to support some candidate(s) who 
would onpose Underwood in the primaries and state 
conventions and Smith in the national convention. 
Initially, the Imoerial Kloncilium turned to 
7New York Times, November 4, 1923, p. 1. Lee 
_ -~., N. Allen, -"The Democratic Presidential Primary Elec-
tion Of 1924-.In Texas," The Southwestern Historical_ 
Quarterly, Vol. 61, No. 4 {April, 1958), pp. 476-477. 
,Kent, p. 474. "The~Klt3-nts J2o±44rieEtl-·R-ob~,,#,-The Liter-
ary Digest, Vol. 79, No. 8 (November 24, 1923),pp • 
. 1)-14. John F. Kennedy, Profiles In Courage (New 
York: Harper Brothers, 1955)., pp. 226;..227. ' 
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Henry Ford, the automotive magnate known for his anti-
I 
Semitism, to oopose Under1,1ood. However, in November 
1923, he presented a custom-built Lincoln automobile . 
{ 
' - .. \ . 
to a Catholic archbishop: an unappealing gesture to 
the Klan. 8 Iri December· 1923, Ford endorsed President . •, 
.. Cc:felidge, once and for all squelching all ill-defined 
movements to boost his own candidacy. 
Remaining ·as possible presidential candidates 
for the Klan were a host of undistinguished Southern 
and Midwestern governors and legis+ators. The -Klan 
1-,. --
realized that sunporting any of their candidacies 
nationally would.be a_ political fiasco because they 
. --
were virtually unknown. One such candidate, wliose 
Klan support is shown in Appendix N, was United States 
Senator Samuel M. Ralston, Indiana's favorite son. 
The (Indiana) Fiery Cross, the official press of the 
Hoosier Realm ( state Klan chapter),. had originally 
advocated Ralston oand had insisted that he had a 
·-. better chance to beat Coolidge than did any other ----·---
Democrat. 9 Other realms realized. that he was merely 
· · 8tJew York· Times, November 4, 1923, P!: l. ''The Klan! s Political Ro-le, 1 ' p. 14. Burner, ''The Democratic · p Party In The Election Of 1924,'' p. 9·5. · 
-9The (Indiana) Fiery Cross,· June 20, 1924, p. 2. i David M. Chalmers, Hooded Americanism: The First Centur.:;r Of The Ku. Klux Klan: ··· · 1865~196 (Garden City, ew Doubleday,and Company, Inc., 1965), p •. 204. , ... ,_ , .. ., -, 
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< a dark horse, as were Governdrs 'William W. Brandon 
of Alabama, Jonathan M. Davis of Kansas, and Austin 
1 ,', •1 ,.,. Peay of Tennessee, and United States Senators Joseph - ------- .. -:--_ _:_ _________ . ____ -- . ; 
. ' ' 
. -·-··· -- ' -·- . 
-·-- . 
' . 
... 
T. Robinson of Arkansas and Robert L. Owen of Okla-
homa. All of the above, including Ralston, wer-e 
Klansmen, as shown in Appendix O,. but were of little 
prominence nationally. 
Of the entire field of potential Democratic 
nominees, McAdoo alone had the necessary national 
stature. Thus, by the process of elimination, the 
Klan could support only one Democrat--McAdoo. Aside 
from being the sole available ''Klandidate, '' he pos-
sessed ideal qualifications: white Anglo-Saxon 
Protestant and dry. 
As the Klan-McAdoo relationship developed, many 
of McAdoo' s closest advisers, such .as_ Thomas L. Chad-
bourne of New York an.d Arthur F. Mullen of Nebraska, 
begged him to publicly disassociate himself from 
alleged Klan affiliation.10 McAdoo, though, believed 
that Klan support would prove a decisive advantagfi 
< 
... in many vital Southern and Western states. This 
. lOThomas L. Chadbourne to McAdoo, January 24, 1924, l'lcAdoo Pap.ers. Arthur Francis Iviullen., Vvestern Democrat (New York:, Winfred Funk Company, Inc., i940), pp. 242-243. ' V , 
) 
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judgment proved c9rrectwhen the Klan rend~r~d~yaJ.uable 
assist-ance in, several' ori~naries and state conventions. 
So while Smith concentrated his campaign in the urban_ 
' East wooing ethnic and religi6us minorities and while 
Underwood staked his chances for the nomination on·· 
attacking the Klan, ~icAdoo remained silent and ac-. 
quiesced in his adoption by the Knights.11 
As early as :May· 1923, McAdoo met and conferred 
with Imperial Wizard Evans while vacationing at French t -ff.'"?;.~ 
Lick, Indiana. Shortly thereafter, Indiana and Ohio 
newspapers announced that Evans had committed the Klan 
to McAdoo. The statement ''Elect McAdoo pr-esident and 
you will have a Klansman in the White House'' became 
popular in Ku Klux circles; In November 1923, Mayfield's 
Weekly, a Texas Klan periodical, advocated McAdoo and 
predicted his nomination the following year. In August 
1924, McAdoo adviser Daniel Roper jokingly referred 
to the ''three years I have be,en working for the nomi-
nation of such a Klansman and all around rascal as 
---~-·· --
-- - -- . 
11rn all campaign speeches, McAdoo refused to 
comment--Gn the Klan~ Instead, he concentrated upon his progressive platforn:i: _ civil, economic, and social rights for women; humanitarian ·id-ea-ls----such as ~hild labor laws; and equal opportunity for all and special 
on:nortunitv for none. 
McAdoo ( in· a campaign speech) , June 18, \924, McAd6o Papers. 
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·Iv1cAdoo. ,,12.. In 1925 ex-Kl eagle ( Klan organizer) Edgar 
/ 
-
-I. Fuller suggested in an expose of the Klan that McAdoo 
---
was an ''Imperial Knight'' or ''Klansman-at-large.'' He 
implied that ~~cAdoo was affiliated vfith Klan imperial 
headq·uarters through an understanding and (or) agree-
ment with the imperial wizard. The latter _supposedly 
--, 
carried McAdoo's membership.card in his vest pocket.13 
12Fuller, pp. 59-60. Randel, p. 209. Chalmers, pp. 200-201. New York Times, November 4, 1923, p. 1. Claude Bowers to Samuel M. Ralston, August 21, 1924, Samuel M. Ralston Papers, The Lilly Library, Univer-
sity of Indiana, cited by Burner, ''The Democratic Party In The Election Of 192_4,'' p. 100. _ --
13Fuller, p. 62. 
Imperial Vlizard Evans created the ''Imperial Klan'' in 1922 to register congressmen, governors, judges, and other prominent men whose names should not appear on local Klan rosters. Evans' purpose was to enroll 
men eminent in politics and conceal their membership 
not only from the public, but from Klansmen them-
selves. 
Embrey Bernard Howson, "The Ku Klux Klan In Ohio After 
vJ01:ld W~r I'' (un~ublished rJiaster' s the~is __ '_ . __ Oh~o State University, 1951), ·p. 24. Blake, p. 4. W1,.,ll1.am G. Shepherd, "Indiana's Ivlystery Man,'' Collier's, Vol. 
· 79, No. 2 (January 8, 1927), p. 9. 
''Vlhere there is absolutely nothing said about a 
candidate's attitude toward the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan that.. ___ candidate is a Klansman. You know 
·-· -~----- that we cannot publish in arly way the fact that a 
-- ------- ----------------------------- --------··----------------------------- -ma-H----i-s--a--K-la.-rl-sm-an- -.-J, __ - · ; - . ', " ,., .... , ·.,,~"·,•' ,. . . 
. 
" -----·-----··. 
-----------------·----
--~-1Valter Bossert, Grand Dragon, Realm of Indiana.,· t:o 
all Grand. Offi·cers,. Great Titans and .. Exalted Cyclops, October 18, 1924, Gilliam's Case~ ainst the Klan, 
cited· by Norman Fre ric eaver, ''.'r e Knights Of The 
. Ku Klux Klan In vliscons,in, Indiana, Ohio, And Michigan," (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University ·of Wis-
consin; 1954), p. 204. 
-
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'"," Historian~ David I~. Chalmers noted that McAdoo' s Re-
--~., 
;- publican op.nosition in a 1938 California senatorial 
race produced a lifetime Klan member~hip card, made . 
out in McAdoo's name.14 • 
Although many other groups abandoned McAdoo after 
the oil scandals had been revealed, the Klan did not. 
The (Indiana) Fiery Cross insisted that McAdoo had 
----been the victim of the ''oil plot'' and compared his 
campaigri.. .. to exonerate himself with Theodore Roosevelt's 
rrgallant'' intraparty struggle in 1912.15 
There i·s little doubt that the Klan .generally 
supported McAdoo and that his advisers had a working 
arrange.m~n .. t with the Knights, as suggested in Appendix 
· 16 P. The genuineness of this support can best be de-
termined by analyzing the Klan's role in the 1924 
presidential primaries, the state conventions, and 
the national· convention itself. The Knights stood 
by McAdoo when he best served their purposes.a~ ·a 
stalking horse in t-he critical Southern primaries 
-
~ 
, and--state conventions in which their main objective 
·--~-----=----.:----·--------· -·-- - -
14chalmers, p. 313. " 
15The (Indiana) Fiery Cross, .iil.ne 13, 1924t'P. 3. 
· 1?.cox, p. 324. 
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was to defeat Underwood. The Klan did not stand by 
McAdoo at the national convention, either by helping 
... .; 
-C_f 
scrapp the two-thirds rul~ or by supporting him as 
' ,,•.,·~• .. ,-yo·.-....-.-. "---~ he approached his peak vote in the- balloting. In 
short, whenever IJJ:cAdoo' s vital interest.s conflicted 
' . 
-~~----~ith-an -imf)ertant Klan objective,· the Knights readily 
• 
abandoned him. 
'· 
, ,-,..,,~ 
CHAPTER III: 
' 
, THE KLAI'I AND THE 1924 DEMOCRATIC 
NATIONAL DELEGATE SELECTION PROCESS 
' . 
·-
. The fifty-four state and territorial delegations 
to the 1924 Democratic national convention were se-
lected in the following manner: sixteen by primary 
election, twenty-nine by state convention, eight by 
both, and one by executive committee meeting. Breaking 
'" down the group of eight means that overall ther~ were 
twenty-four primaries and thirty-seven state conven-
tions. 
The twenty-four primaries wer.e presidential 
preference, delegate, or a combination of both. lJicAdoo 
I 
entered ten of the twenty presidential preference 
pr.imaries and won nine. These ten included victories 
, 
over Underwood in Florida and Georgia, seven uncon-
. 
tested wins in California, Illi11ois. ___ .. Mon~tana, North 
Dakota, Oregon,· S>outh Dakota, and, Wisconsin, and a, 
loss to favorite son Cox in Ohio. Although McAdoo 
won the presidential oreferericies in Illinois and 
40 
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Wisconsin, his delegates lost badly in both state~ 
to the Brennan andBmith slates resoectively. Thus, 
-~- . " 
M~doo received only scattered support from Illinois 
" 
and Wisconsin througho~ the national convention 
balloting. Except frir these two states, along with 
" 
North Dakota which gave McAdoo at least minority 
support, the other six states utilizing presidential 
preference primaries gave him at least ~jority sup-
port at the national convention. 
In Nebraska and Pennsylvania, McAdoo\) won the -
presidential ·preferences by write-in ballots. How-
ever, the delegation was not bound to its presidential 
oreference winner in Nebraska and most of the Guffey 
(anti-McAdoo) delegate slate won in Pennsylvania. 
----- --- -·-· -·--·----··-- -
McAdoo received only minority supoort from both states 
---- ----------------------- throughoue- most of the national convention balloting • 
. 
Of the thirty-seven state conventions, McAdoots 
forces controlled ten: Georgia, Kentucky, New Mexico, 
North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, 
Utah, Washington, and the Canal Zone. They all se-
lected McAdoo-instructed unit rule delegations. Ex-
cept for North Carolina which supported McAdoo by · 
----------------- --------- ----· ---------
___ CL-~--="'~----~-"'"~.;.:.;._=~~·=·==-~'c,=,~,ccc,.---·~---;,.°' -.--- ,-
majority, - the other nine states sunported him unani-"·,,, 
.. 
mously at the national convention. 
McAd?o challenged ~ favo.rite sons in their 
41 
,\ I < 
h6me states in presidential preference primaries 
. excev-t Cox in Ohio. He ha.d no other opposition ex:: 
cept Underwood in Florida and Georgia, in which 
~ . ' 
states the Klan was strong politiCi:tlly. The pri-
maries in which McAdoo ran unopoosed as well as the 
state conventions that selected him were generally 
those of states with large Klan memberships. The 
., 
only exception was the Canal Zone. 
Appendix Q shows the primary and state conven-
tion results in the selection of the 1924 Democratic 
national convention delegates. Through the primaries 
and state conventions, McAdoo lined up 431 1/2 dele-
gate votes for the 1st national convention ballot: 
278 1/2 from nineteen instructed (or partially-in-
structed) delegations and 153 from uninstructed 
delegations. 
. 7'1 
' Also, Appendix Q geographically illustrates 
McAdoo•s pledged delegate strength for the 1st bal-
lot. Southern and Western states with considerable 
Klan political strength ·cast an overwhelming ma-
--jorrty-or MCAdoOtS iJ1172~VOteS. The _Kriights had 
-----·---------------~--- - ,. --------conducted an alJ-out campaign to load yc:1,:r:·iQU.S,na-
____ ._,. _____ ---
. , 
1
' I. 't , 
-- ----~------
. tional delegations:, especially Southern-and-Western~ · --::-______ _ 
withKlansmen, Masons, or at least dry, native-born., 
white Anglo-Saxon Protestants sympathetic to the 
' 
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Knigh~s.l The Klan had threatened.to endanger the \ 
families, homes, ,and jobs of non-Klan de-legates if 
they aligned with Under~1ood or Smith. The Knights 
had even utilized pressure methods such as cross 
burnings and floggings to enlist non-Klan delegates 
to their cause. 2 
There were varying degrees of Klan-related activi-
ty within the primaries and state conventions. The 
following examoles are _grouped by method of delegate 
select ion. In turn, each group is subdivided wherever 
' 
possible according·to the degree of successful Klan 
infiltration (least to most). 
.. KLAN-RELATED ACTIVITY IN PRIIvlARIES 
• In states that selected their national delegates 
lThe Klan's goal of a i-.rhi te Anglo-Saxon Protes-tant America was very similar to that of the IvJasons. The Klan's general pattern of infiltrati~g a community was £irst sending in Kleagles (Klan organizers) to_ 
enlist prominent Masons,· civic leaders, and clergymen. Weaver, po. 13, 99,. 191. Vlalter C. ,vlright, Religious And Patriotic Ideals Of The Ku Klux Klan (vlaco, rrexas: 
. l926), p. 14. Ivlarion I.Jlonteva+ ( p·seud.}, rhe Klan _ 
------- .-- ~~nsid-e--Out- (. Olaremor e, Oklahoma: ivlonar ch Pub-tishing 
),,,,,1 .. ,., .. , ... ,,' 
,,. 
. Company,. ·1924 }-, ·. pp. 53~-5-9 •. -.--~u Klux- Klan ~ecrets Expo-sed ( Chicago: Ezra A. Cook, Publisher,. 1922} ,,. p. 55. A.I. Harris, ''The Klan- On Trial,'' ,The New·-!(epublic, ·vo-1 •. 35, No. 445 (June 13, 1923), p. 67. 
2Pau1 J. Giiiette and Eugene Tilling~, Inside Ku Klux Klan (New York: Pyramid Books, 1965 ), p. 51. 
' 
' ) 
' -
,-fl 
. ....,_,; 
by primaries only, Klan infiltrat-iori ranged from 
''poor" in Ohi.o to "excellent'' in Oregon and Florida. 
Although the Klan had campaigned,,th.roughout 
Ohio for McAdoo, both Cox and his delegates easily 
won the Apri} 29 primaries. Consequently, McAdoo 
did not receive a single vote from this instructed 
delegation at the national convention.3 
Three-time governor, James Cox was a political 
veteran who McAdoo had delibe~ately provoked. Cox 
admittedly ente~ed the Ohio primary solely to defeat 
McAdoo.4 With the aid of Democratic boss Edmund 
Moore, Cox did so in every delegate race. Ohio il-
lustrates the Klan's inability in a primary to make 
any sizable inroads against a well-organized ooliti-
cal machine. 
The Klan completely controlled the May, 16 Oregon 
primaries. The McAdoo-instructed unit rule delega-
tion that was elect~d voted unanimously for him on 
. 5 the first 100 national convention ballots. 
3 Cox, -p. _ 324. _ James· W ~·- Davis-, :_Pr-esident-ial -Pri~-,,, ---maries: Road To The White House {}Jew York: Tho1nas Y • Crower·r Company, 1967) ,- p. 179. __ Off. Proc. Of' · 1924. . 
. ,. 
----.-··-·-- .. ----·---------·----- . -----h ----- ---
__ Ii- _______________ -,- -
.. · · · Cox, pp. 321+, 327 • 
. ~''The Ku-Kluxing Of Oregon: Special Cpr:respon-dence From Waldo Roberts,'' The- Outlook, Vol. 133, No. 11 (March·l4, 1923), pp. 490-491. Off. Proc. Of 1924. 
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' ,.J, - - I --· Underwood built up a tremendous head start :in 
Florida for the June 3 presidential preference pri-. 
-------- -
. 
--mar-y. When ~1cAdoo unexpectedly entered this race 
in early May, known and suspected Klansmen directed. 
----
his state campaign cornrnittee and conducted a thor-
oughly-organi~ed campaig~.6 After the Klan paraded 
for McAdoo in Jacksonville on electioh eve, he de-
feated Underwood two to one the next day. An Under-
wood ~orker in Florida, Jasper N. Willis, noted: 
My workers told me that when they 
oosted Underwood literature anywhere about tl1e· voting booth it would be torn down as 
soon as their backs were turned ••• When I 
·asked the bystanders what had become of it • they professed ignorance and claimed they had not seen anyone disturb it. They 
evidently sDent considerable money in the County as they had tickets with McAdoo dele-gates printed on them with McAdoo's name at the head scattered all over the County ••• It was all plainly the work of the organized Ku Klux Klan as men whom I know to be mem-bers were active in their distribution ••• Many of my workers were intimidated and laughed at until they became discouraged. 7 
· On the first seventeen 6ational convention ballots, 
Florida .voted unanimously for McAdoo. Five-sixths of 
___ , 61ee N~. Allen, ''The--Unda~w-OGd---12-res-ident-ial---Move-
- ment ___ O_f __ l924-,'' (unpubtished E~.-.. -D. dissertation, --~---------------·-- University of Pennsylvania, 1955), p. 207. · , 
. . 
· 7 Jasoer N. Willis to P.A. Holt· (Underwood's Florida campaign manager), June 4, 1924, 0-scar iv. Underwood Papers, Department of Archives and History, State of.Alabama, cited by Ibid., pp. 212-213. 
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the-dele5;ation continued this suoport through the 
87th ballot and three-f ow·ths of the delegation 
through the 100th~8 
~ -
KLAN-RELATED ACTIVITY IN STATE. CONVENTIONS 
' In states that selected their national delegates 
by conventions only, Klan infiltration was generally 
''thorough.'' This was especially true in · certain 
Southern and Midwestern states~ 
McAdoo bypassed Louisiana because of its large 
foreign-born population. Swords R. Lee, Louisiana's 
most militant Klansman, affirmed that the Knights 
... 
" 
would not attemot to control the June 5 state- conven-
tion in Baton Rouge. However, he and at least one 
other Louisiana Klansman helped prevent the adoption 
of an anti-Klan resolution and were themselves seated 
as national delegates, as shown i~Aopendix o.9 
The New York Times noted that the Louisiana dele-
gation contained some Underwood sentiment. Yet when 
Alabama delegate Forney Johnston condemned the Klan 
• 
Pro'c. Of 1924. 
9charles c. Alexander, The Ku K1ux Klan· In The 
Southwest (Lexington: .University of Kentucky Press., 
1965), p1• 166. 
· 46. 
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. in his oresentation of Underwood at the national con-
vention, Louisiana expressed unanimous indignation. 
The delegation immErdiately caucused and decided on 
the soot to·abandon Underwood for favorite son John ' 
" 
W. Davis of We~t Virginia.IO 
Louisiana delivered ninety-nine of 103 national 
convention ballots for Davis, after having cast one 
'y" 
for United States Senator (and favorite son) Pat B. 
Harrison of Mississippi; two for Klans~n Joseph T. 
Robinson of Arkansas, and one for Governor (and 
favorite son) Albert c. Ritchie of Maryland.11 · 
The Klan completely ruined Underwood's bid in 
Kentucky by dominating both the May 10 county conven-
tions and the May 14 state convention in Lexington; 
The McAdoo-instructed unit rule delegation voted 
•, 
unanimously for him on the first ninety-nine national 
convention ballots.12 
Approximately one-third of the delegates to the 
May 17 county conventions in Tennessee were pro-McAdoo, 
lO~ew York Times, July 10, 1924, p. a-.· Allen, 
"The Underwood Presidential Movement Of 19241'' p. · 275. =-~ 
11 ,, o -OI'f'. __ J. rO--C-•-- 0-f -1924 .-
12Allen, "The Underwood Presidential Moverrient Of 
1924," pp. 16~, 213. Off. Proc. 0.f 1924. 
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·1 
I less than one-tenth pro-Underwood, and the rest un-
de-cided. 'Shortly thereafter, Governor Austi'"n Peay, 
a possible favorite son and a Klansman, announced 
his supoort for McAdoo. Also, a grouo of Knights 
and union workers persuaded Iv1ayor Hilary E. Howse of 
Nashville, the chairman of Underwood's state commit-. 
tee, to abandon his candidate for McAdoo. The May 
.. 
22 state convention in Nashville selected a McAdoo-
instructed unit rule delegation that vqted unanimously 
for him on the first ninety-nine national convention 
ballots.13 
A three-way fight shaped up in Texas among 
McAdoo, Underwood, and Governor Pat M. Nefr, an 
outspoken Klan critic. McAdoo was the only acceptable 
candidate to the Texas Knights. Hence, the Klan 
enemies soread a rumor that the Knights were assisting 
McAdoo and that in return his Texas manager, Thomas 
B. Love, was campaigning for local Klan candidates. 
Love dinied the rumor to the press but declared his 
readiness to accept any and all aid from pro-McAdoo 
groups. 14 
13Allen,_ ''The Underwood Pres.idential Movement 
· - ·Of·l<)2t~·,tt-~oo·;··-·1·31~1s·2.~·-·urr·~ Proc. or··.1924. 
14~~llen·., ·•1The Democratic Presidential Primary Election Of 1924 In Texas," pp. 486-487. 
,, .. --~ -~--~ ..... 
.. 
" 
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. Texas Klan headquarters di~ected all Knights 
I 
to -,vote for:,··McAdoo in the ivlay 3. orecinct conventions. 
" So well-organized was the Texas Realm's ''military 
machine" that the 1664 precinct conventions selected $' 
practically all Klansmen to attend the 254 :May 6 
county conventions. They, in turn, chose 1257 dele-
gates to the Ivlay 27 state convention in Waco. The 
Texas press described it as little more than a "Klan ----------·-~--~~ .. -· ··-~-----·-~"~=--·-- ,.~.-----··· '·---· 
meeting.nl5 
The state convention rescinded the Democratic 
state executive committee's initial decision endorsing 
Neff for president and, instead, substituted McAdoo. 
Also, it overwhelmingly selected a McAdoo-instructed 
unit rule delegation which included 
Klansmen, as noted in Appendix o.16 
several orominent ,. 
The Klan tightly controlled the Democr-atic machine-
ry in Texas. Hi-storian Charles c. Alexander estimated·· 
that Klansmen and Klan symuathizers comprised two-
thirds of this state convention.17 Shortly thereafter, 
15Allen, ''The Democratic Presi'dential Primary Election Of 1924 _
0
J)'l Texas ;-,,----PP. 486-487. 
- 16 Charles C. .4.lexander, .. ' ' Se~£-~ cy_ J3iqs For Pc:rvrer: The Ku Klux Klan ____ Iti:~Texas·Po_i_Itics In The 1920-~--s-," 
· J\iid-Ameri ca, Vo 1. 46, No. ~ 1 ( January, 1964), p ~ ~l-B ~ ,, 
;, 17 Chester T. Crowell, ''The 
1
Collaose Of Constitu-tional Government: llow Elections Are C~rried In Texas;'' The Indeoehdent, Vol. 109, No. 3831 (December 9, 1922), · p. 334. Alexander, ''Se6recy Bids For Power: The.Ku Klux Klan In Texas Politics· In The 1920's,'' p~ 18. 
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Underwood's Texas manager, ~layor ,\4/illiam E. Lea of 
Orange, .·- charged that the I-Clan had dictated rvlc(Adoo' s 
selection and that Underwood did not have a friend 
. in the entire na,tional delegation. Texa:> voted unani-
mously for McAdoo on the first 100 national convention 
ballots.18 
McAdoo, Underwood, and United States Senator 
·---- · -·-··· James A. Reed of Missouri· all comoeted in this state's 
.... 
April 16 convention in Springfield. The Klan not only 
kept its enemies, Underwood and;Reed,~from controlling 
this meeting, as shown in Appendix R, but also pre-
vented the convention from adopting an anti-Klan reso-
lution. The l\tlissouri Klan :then loaded the uninstructed 
unit rule delegation with men pledged to McAdoo and 
John W. Davis.19 
Missouri delivered fifty-four of 103 national 
convention ballots for McAdoo. It also cast twenty-
. 
' 
eight for John W. Davis, eleven for Klansman Samuel M. · 
l8Allen, 11 The Underwood ?residential Movement Of 1924, '' pp. 148, 161. Off. Proc. Of 1924. 
--·-· ·--·-~----.. -~~~cc--- l 9Fuller, pp·;-·64-65. Stanley Fr-ost~ -''Demoerat-i-c·- - -·---··-· Dynamit-e-: -· · Specia1··-~c5rre·spondence From Washington,'' The Outlook, Vol. 137, No. 7 (June 18, 1924), ',.p. 2 • .-.-._ ;,r:-.__-.-r~ New·York Times, April 17, 1924, p. J. . · , Vf.F. Zumbrunn, Imperial "Klounsel'' (Klan attorney) even keot Reed fr-om ·entering ·the Georgia primary and fro~· speaking in behal:f of Underwoo·d in this state. · 
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Ralston of ·Indiana,- and ten for·United States.Senator 
{and favorite son) Carter Glass of Vir-gi-ni;;.20:~ 
-ri.lcAaoo -oypas.sed Mississippi because of the in-
tense rivalry· between delta planters and rednecks. 
Rob·ert ?o~rell, chairman of the state D~mocratic com-
mittee, LeRoy Percy, ex-United States sen~to~;··ind 
John S. Williams, retiring United States senator, 
all· supported Underwood,· 't··he favorite. However, 
Georgia Grand Dragon Na.than B. Forrest directed Mis-
sissippt Knights not to back Underwooct. 21 
Klansman Edmund F. Noel, . chairman of the May 30 
state convention in Jackson, appointed only Knights 
to the state credentials committee. They promptly··· 
,. .. unseated the delegates from the two anti-Klan counties, 
Warren and Washington. They were the only two coun-
ties out of eighty-two--that had chosen Underwood in 
the May 22 county conventions. The state convention ' 
selected an uninstructed unit rule de,legation con-
trolled by favorite son Pat Harrison, who promised 
never to let Mississippi 1• swing to Underwooct.221,~ Just 
20Qff. Proc. Of 1924. 
~ 
-· :z:tA1ieh;-,tThe Underwood PresidE!llti~i M~;;-;e~t Of 1924," pp •. 187-188, 193-194. 
22New York Times, June 18, 1924, n. 2 • 
... . , ,.,. .... t 
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prior to the national convention, Percy had declared 
·· that Harrison would be the head spokesman of a ''Klan 
' . delegation'' and that the~~<Knights · had completely domi-
nated the state .convention. 23 
Mississippi delivered forty-four of 103 national 
convention ballots for McAdoo. It also cast the first 
fifteen ballots for Harrison, twenty-two for Ralston, 
eighteen for John vJ. Dayis, two. for Klansman Robinson,---
and one each for Glass and Cordell Hull of Tennessee.24 
Imoerial ijizard Evans readily admitted that the 
Imoerial Kloncilium had channelled considerable funds 
into Oklahoma for-''propaganda purposes." The May 6 
state convention in Oklahoma City chose Klansman 
Henry s. Johnston of ·Perry as chairman. This state 
convention selected an uninstructed unit rule delega-.,. 
tion that adopted a resolution endorsing ~1cAdoo 's 
policies but not McAdoo himselr. 25 At the national 
convention, Oklahoma Governor :Martin E. Trapp per-
sonally told Smith: 
I'm simply here to tell you that-you----------------
will _ get no votes 1rom the state of Oklahoma. 
----·-· .................. ·----------
· 23New-York Times, June 18, 1924,· p. 2. 
. -... -·. ---··---- .. -----·· --- -----·-·----------·--------. -·-,-·-···--24-··------------- --·- ·------. -. - . . .. 
· Off. Proc. Of 1924. 
25New York Tim~s, November 4, 1923, p. 3. Alexander, The Ku Klux Klan In The Southwest, p. 164. 
' 
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· I am the De~ocratic Governor of that 
state and I had all I coula----do-~-to---get 
on this delegation-myself becaus~ I 
married a Catholic woman. 26 
Oklahoma delivered foI'ty-five of 103 national 
i 
convention bal)=-2-~-~-fQ:r_J1c_Adoo. Lt also --ea-&t thirty-
- . 
three for favorite son Klansman Robert Owen of Okla-
homa, fifteen for Klansman Robinson, six for John W. 
Davis, and four for Klansman Ralston.27 
The April 2 Kansas state convention in Hutchinson 
unanimously selected delegates.bound to Governor 
Jonathan M. Davis, a favorite son and a Klansman. 
Apparently believing that this delegation would later 
~ing to their man, McAdoo leaders expressed satis-
faction with the choice of delegates.28 
Kansas illustrates the Klan's opportunistic 
~ 
policy of endorsing McAdoo as a candidate when suita-
' . ble to its purposes, but not in contention with a 
favorite son Klansman. Accordingly, McAdoo did not 
receive Kansas' vote on the first nine national con-
vention ballots. 
26Alfred E. Smith, Uo _To Now (Garden City, New 
York: Garden City. Publishing Comoany, Inc., .1929), 
---~ 288. r . · 
···· p _cc···- --···· • 
. -, ,,· - --· .. -~--~····;--·--~-. ·-·~ ! --,-·---.- ' ------.:--··---------
2 7 . '''''' ... ' ' . ----···-·-····-·· ·---------·-----·----·-----··-·--·····--· ---· ···-· -··-··· --~-----·" ...... . 
-_ orr~·-_Proc. Of 1924. -
28"Will·iam Allen White's War On The Klan," The 
~iteral;'Y Digest, Vol. 83, No. 2 (October 11, 1924}, 
p. I6. ·. ,ew York Times, April J, 1924, p. 3. 
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Arkansas Grand Dragon James A. Comer endorsed 
favorite sari Klansman Robin~on £or president rather 
than McAdoo. Several Klansmen at the April 23 state 
convention in Little Rock adhered to Comer's endorse-
tf:fJ i 
ment by helpi~g pass a resolution requesting delegates 
to vote for Robinson at the national convention. 
Technically, ·though, they remained uninstructed. This 
state co.nvention also elected Klansman Virgil c. Pettie, 
,, 
secretary of the state Democratic committee, to the 
national comrnittee.29 
Arkansas, like Kansas, demonstrates the Klan's 
policy of not sunporti~g McAdoo when he was opposed 
by a favorite son Klansman. In fact, Arkansas cast 
every single national convention ballot for Robinson.JO 
' 
KLAN-RELATED ACTIVITY /IN COTJffiINED~, 
PRIMARIES AND STATE CONVENTIONS 
\ 
In states that selected their national delegates 
by combined p~imar~es and state conventions,. Klan 
29Alexander, The.. Ku Klux-i{i:anin The Southwest; ····· ··· 
p. 163. 
~ On the Klan affiliation of Virgil C. Pettie, see 
- Appendix O. 
30grr. Proc. Of 192~. 
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,. 
infiltration was ''poor'' in .Illinois, ''moderate'' in 
Indiana, and ''excellent" in Georgia. 
~ ,Although the Illinois Realm had campaigned for 
McAdoo, his delegate slate lost badly in the April ·--
8 primary. The anti-McAdoo delegates handpicked by 
Democratic boss George Brennan won easily. The state 
convention was merely a formality to select the eight 
remaining at-large delegates of which Brennan was 
one.31 
McAdoo never received more than one-fourth of 
- - .:: - , 
Illinois' vote throughout the national convention 
balloting. Illinois, like Ohio, demonstrates the 
Klan's inability in a primary and (or) state conven-
tion to make any sizable inroads against a well-or-
ganized political machine directed by one·· of the 
Il!~§te_r _ ho ases -Gf- -'this pe:r-i-od .-3-2- - -
--- . ~ 
Uninstructed delegates slated by both Democratic .. 
boss Thomas Taggart and the Klan overwhelmingly won 
the May 6 Indiana primary. The politically inde-
pendent Indianapolis Time·s recorded: ''There is no 
longer a part-±cie-·of ·ctoubt that at the pr~s~~t. ~i!!J.~ . 
31A-llen, "The Underwood Presidential Moveme-nt Or-
1924, '' p. ·,129. New York Times, I~1ay 14, 1924, p. 1. 
32orr. 7roc. or 1924. 
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the Klan is the most powerful influence in Indiana 
' 
politics. 1133 Klansmen comprised from 18 to 25% of' 
the June 5 Indianaoolis state convention which en-
dorsed Ralston. 34 
Taggart, a Catholic and non-Klansman, and Ralston, 
a Klansman, were close friends. This explains in 
part why Indiana delivered seventy-three majority 
ballots for Ralston in his two runs for the nomina-
tion. These were from ballots 1 through 63 after 
which he withdrew an.d from ballots 84 through 93 after 
which he again withdrew. From ballots 64 ~hrough 83, 
McAdoo received two-thirds of Indiana's vote and Smith 
one-third. From ballots 94 through 96, McAdoo re-
ceived five-sixths and Smith one-sixth.35 
Underwood was a heavy favorite-~o--win the Ivlarch 
. -~ ~-
-- 20 Georgia primary. ·-Shortly before the filing dead-
.. 
line, the ·chief Klan lobbyist in the state capitol, 
M.O. Dunning, personally asked McAdoo to clarify 
his position on the Klan. After McAdoo had replied 
33nA Klan Shock In Indiana,n The Literary D:i_-
gest, Vol. 81, No. 8 (May 24, 1924}, p. 14. 
' . 
··-··--·-------·----.-·----'-
--- - -~- -- - - -- - -
· · 34New York Times, June 6, 1924, p.- l; October -- · 
---1-6 , -- -l-924 , ~p.~·· .,-1e,· •.. -. cc·,-·~···-~-- ---,~-·~-. ·--:·--·'="=-=- ....... - ........ . 
~ 
35Burner, The 
Democratic Part 
f 
Politics Of Pr~vincialism: The 
ransition: i 1 -1 2, P.• 122. 
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that he stood for the first amendn1ent, Dunning urged 
· hi·m to enter the Georgia primary and as_~ured-. him __ tllat 
the Klan \'-Tould finance his campaign and ''put him 
over."36 Despite .McAdoo's last minute entry, .he de-
cisively defeated Underwood. Charles C,. Carlin and 
R. C. Gordon, Undervvood' s Georgia managers, blamed 
their candidate's defeat squarely upo~~the Klan: 
We are com·oelled to admit that Georgia has been lost to Senator Underwood by the· 
clever intriguing of Iv1r. McAdoo' s forces 
with the Knights of the Ku Klux Klan ••• 
• • • ~Thereupon, the Klan in Georgia-~in which 
state it originated, and where its national headquarters is now located--threw its com-plete strength and its entire organization to the suu0ort of Mr. McAdoo, and succeeded in defeating Senator Underwood in Georgia. The male membership of the Klan in Georgia is estimated to be 40,000; add to that the voting strength of their families, 
and the result in Georgia is easily under-
stood.37 . 
By tradition the p:r-esidential preference winner 
in Georgia selected all the delegates to the April 23 
state convention in Atlanta. H<Jwever, this time 
Georgia Grand Dragon Forrest handpicked .them by .im-
perial oroclamation: 
3 6 t --Full.er, n. 61 •. 1924, Section VIII, p. 
New York Times,·August 31, lo. Chalmers, p. 72 • - ·--"·· --- _ ....... ------·-···-· ·······-- ----· · 
>tF~ii~·;-: . ~:: 6 i . New York Times, March 21, 1924, p • .3. 
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.- .. ,.,. (To the Exa·lted Cyclops), 
You are ·hereby instructed to consider the list of delegates named to·the ~tate Democratic convention from your county and 
ascertain the names of Kla~smen appearing thereon, and issue to them the followirfg instructions: iJo district caucus will be held prior -to the convention. Such caucus 
will take place at the convention, as pro-
vi.ded in the program. It is the earnest desire of I\lir. £JlcAdoo- that his friends elect ivlajor C Joh1l7 S. Cohen as national commit-teeman. Major Cohen is a high-class Christian gentleman, a ··"member of the North · Avenue Presbyterian church of Atlanta, 
and in every sense is acceptable to us, 
and w~ are assured that -if he goes-to New York the Klan'.s interests will be ably 
orotected. Therefore, before electing a 
man for district delegate~ the Klansmen 
voting should assure himself as to the 
stand such delegate will take with reference to r,1a._jor Cohen, and, consequently, the interests of the Klan. You will impress 
uoon the Klansmen delegates the absolute 
necessity for their attendance at the state 
convention. 
Those who, for financial reasons will be unable to attend, should have their 
expenses oaid by the local Klan. This is 
,, the time when everyone must do his bit, 
and the Klan expects that everyone will do his duty. 
(Sie;ned} Nathan Bedford Forrest, Grand.Dragon, Realm of Georgia38 
The KJ_an completely dominated this state conve~-=-
tion. Hollins N. Randolph (Klansman, Klan attorney, 
• • ---- - w·-- ~···- '•- --- ·•-•~ <- •·· ~--
.nH> 
38Fuller, n. 63. Arnold·-·s. Rice, The_>Ku Klux Klan In American Politics (Washington D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 1962), p. 63. 
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· and ·also I\iicAdoo ' s Georgia manager) and Dunning { Klan 
lobbyist) presidect.39 Johns. Cohen and Mrs. Edgar 
.;,\ . 
Alexander rep~a ced Clark Howell and :Mrs. F • I. Mcin-
tire, the two Georgia national committe~. members who 
in January had voted for New York City as the na-
tional convention s,ite.40 Randolph, who himself was 
elected the Georgia national delegation chairman.J- ~--~~ ~~ 
soon there.aft.er-- WI'!-G-~e--te .. ··--~IcAdoo: 
We had a great convention with your friends in complete control, naming fifty-
six delegates to New York who will vote for you until nominated •• ·41 .. ,. ·· 
Although Grand Dragon Forrest had requested 
Cohen's selection as a Georgia national committee-
man, the latter publicly denied any Klan affiliation 
on June 20: 
The Georgia delegation has on it ( some of the best men and women in the 
--· Stat-e. - If there is a Ku Kluxer, man qr 
woman, on the delegation, I do no·t ·know it. I am not a member of the Klan and 
under no obligation to it. I never have joined the Klan and I never shall. 42 
. t 
39Allen, ''The Undeniood Presidential IJlovement Of 192 4 ' " 0 • 115 • 
. ·- ·---------···------··---··-·-On the Klan affiliation of Hollins N. Randolph, see Appendix o. 
40orf-.- -Proc. Of. 1924, . pp. 39, 1157-li·6·6-;·---
41_Nev1 York Times, April 25, 1924, p. 6. 
~
2Ibid.,: June 21, 1924, p. 1. 
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Neverthel~ss, Cohen was a Klansman as were most of ~ 
the other nation~l delegates. selected.43 Georgia 
l . 
., voted unanimously for McAdoo on the first 100 na-
tional convention ballots.44 
By Jtine 1924, the Klan certainly was in~ strong 
nosition for the Democratic national convention •. 
I~s strength varied from one delegation to another 
--, .. , 
·with unanimous represent~tion in some, majority rep-
resentation in others, and lesser degrees of renre-
. sentation in still others. The Ba·ltimore Sun declared 
that all but three or four national delegations in-
cluded from two to thirty Klansmen. Various other 
estimates of Klan delegate strength were: 300 by 
The New York World, 343 by Ohio boss Edmun~ _}.\1oQ_re_, __ __,-- ______ _ 
-
350 by historian Da·vid Lowe, 450 by Imperial \Vizard 
Evans' advisers, and about one-half of the entire 
national convention (aporoxirnat~ly 549 delegates) 
/ 
43 New York Times, May 14, 1924, p. 1. ..t\llen, 
"The Underwood Presidential 1Vlovement Of 1924, '' p. 1~5. ··.· ''I~cAdo9's March Throu9h Georgia~'' The Literary Digest, Vol. 81, No. 1 (Aor1l 5, 1924J, p. 11. Oh I t·~e -Klan _affiliation of .. John S. Cohen, see Ap,~ .. ~ .. ; 
.. ---------------~ ---PeM:1x-- 0-.-------- ---------------- ----·-
i 
i, --
' 
44Qff. Proc. Of 1924. 
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by historian Andr{ Siegfriect.45 
-_, An analysis of the-1924 primaries .and state 
conventions with related Ku Klux activity reveals 
the fundamental Klan policy: to defeat Senator Under-
wood as a oresidential candidate wherever he ran .... 
other than in Alabama; to defeat Governor Neff and 
Senator Reed in their respective bids to control 
the Texas and ~Iissouri delegations; to support iv1cAdoo 
wherever he opposed Klan enemies; to support McAdoo · 
wherever he ran uno9posed; to abandon IvlcAdoo wherever 
he opposed a Klansman; to keep Klan votes for Klan-
oriented (I1J1asoni c) candidates; to keen the Klan from 
public condemnation, that is in Missouri and Louisiana; 
and to keep Klan political activities as secretive 
as possible. 
-r~rther analysis of the 1924 primaries and state 
conventions indicates the following. First of all, 
Klan efforts generally failed when opposed by a skilled 
45The Baltimore Sun estimate was cited by Arnold 
s. Rice, p. 81; The New York World estimate by Arnold 
. S. Rice, o. 81, and by Haas, pp. 71-72; Moore's esti-
-~----~-------mate-·~by~f'~;~~~~ro~c·"; ... ~---~o:r· .. "1924; p~ 295; Lowe's estimate by David ·-Lowe, .. T~e Ku Klll)C Klan: The Invisible Empire (New York: w.vr. Norton arid .. Company, Inc., 1967), .. IP p. 65; Evans' advisers·, estimate by Gillette and ~ · Tillin_ger, o. 51; and Siegfried's estimate by Andre Sj.egfried, ..t\merica C6mes Of A e: · A French Anal sis (New York: Harcourt,.Brace and Company, 1927, p. 140. · 
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p_arty boss and machine. Examples are: Edmund H. 
Moore in Ohio, George E. Brennan in Illinois, and 
- -- -- -- . - . Tho mas Taggart in Indiana. Furthermore, McAdoo ef-
forts failed when oouosed by a favorite son Klansman. 
Examoles are: Robert 1. Owen In Oklahoma, Jonathan 
M. Davis in Kansas, Joseph T. Robinson in Arkansas, 
and Sameul M. Ralston in Indiana. Finally, McAdoo 
efforts failed when ouoosed by a favorite son or 
•. 
sectional candidate. Examoles are: Fred H. Brown 
in New Hamoshire, Charles W. Bryan in Nebraska, James 
M. Cox in Ohio, John W. Davis in West Virginia, 
Louisiana, and Puerto Rico, Woodbridge N. Ferris in 
' Michigan, Carter Glass in Virginia, Pat B. Harrison 
in Mississippi, John B. Kendrick in Wyoming, Albert 
C. Ritchie in Jviaryland, Willard Saulsbury in Delaware, 
--Ge·orge S. Sil-z-er in New Jersey, Alfred E. Smith in 
New York and Rhode Island, William E. Sweet in Colo~ 
rado, and Oscar W. Underwood in Alabama. In fact, 
eight of these seventeen delegations did not give 
McAdoo a singl~ vote throughout the national conven-
tion balloting.46 
' The overa-11 result C of McAdoo' s campaign was that 
46These eight delegations are: Ohio, Louisiana, Puerto Rico,·Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, Rhode Island ,- .. ,~and Alabama • 
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it did not yield nearly the~~.two•thirds delegate ma-
jority required for the nomination. However, with 
the two-thirds-and unit rules both intact, McAdoo's 
coalition, provided it could be held together, could 
--
exercise, absolute veto power at the national con-
vention. 
a 
. 
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CHAPTER IV: 
THE KLAN AND THE 1924 
DEl~OCRATIC NAT,IONAL- CONVENTION -
THE KLAN'S OBJECTIVES 
While the results of the Knights' political 
efforts in the orimaries and state conventions would 
really not be kn-ewn until the national convention 
ballotine:, their goal of infiltrating the fifty-four 
national delegations had undoubtedly met with varyirig 
deg~ees of success. Reliable sources pr~viously 
mentioned in Chapter III estimated Klan.- strength be-
tween one-third and two-thirds of the 1098 national 
_ delegates. In view of the breadth o~ these estimates, 
Imperial Wizard Evans and his Board of Strategists, -
shown in Aooendix S, travelled to New York City just 
I?_~-~or-1-~-)the_nat"ional convention"and,set up head- -~------------ ---
- _ _, ----- -- ,--c.,,N _ _ _ - . .., 
-
quarters in the McAlpin and Great Northern Hotels.l · 
, ! l 
1Ne-vr York ·Times, June 22, 1924, p. 3; June 46, 1924, p. 7. Arnold ·~•fRice, p. 80. Alexander, The Ku Klux Klan In The Southwest, p. 167. Chalmers, p. 205. 
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From there they directed their forces and determined 
Klan policy for the national convention. 
The Klan's first objective was to demolish Under-
wood in the national convention as it had done in the 
primaries and state converitions. The Klan's second 
objective was to defeat Smith. Although he did hot 
enter any presidential preference primaries, Smith 
gained considerable momentum as a candidate as his 
delegates emerged from the st~te conventions. The 
s9ecter of a Catholic, even as a possible candidate 
for president, was anathema to fundamental Klan doc-
trine. Beating Smith, therefore, would have a high 
priority as the national convention progressed. The 
Klan's third objective was to secure the nomination 
of a candidate who was nro-Klan or at least white ' ... 
' ' \ 
' Anglo-Saxon Protestant. The Klan's fourth objective 
was to preserve the two-thirds rule. Moving to do 
so was one of the most significant decisions that 
the Board of Strategists would make at the national 
convention. The Klan's fifth objective was to pre-
. vent the o·rder from coming out in , th,e_ .. 9peI1., from be-
- ·comin.g .. 4.n_~.""J{~ind---O,£-~---a-11-=-i-s-s-ue, · •·.t>r ····.:fr-0.m.---b~illg ··the ··SUb-
.. - -···-,····'·"'------. ·- -- ' -- e-...e-.--.,-,,------··- ..• -,.-----· -ject of any platform plank in the national convention. 
THE OPPOSITION TO THE KLAN AND McADOO 
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While l'-1cAdoo' s position as front run.lier strength:,. 
\ ened and his relationshin with the Klan developed, a 
most important meeting {9reviously noted in Chaoter I) 
convened in French Lick, Indiana from N-ovember 11 
through 22, 1923. Bosses BrennAn, Taggart, Murohy, 
and Guffey, leaders of the wet faction of the Demo-
cratic party, conceived the idea of a nolitical coali-
°' 
tion comprised primarily of native-born Americans along 
with immigrants and Catholics. The object was to beat 
the Klan and McAdoo. It is uncertain whether Murphy, 
the progenitor of thj_s. idea, had seriously intended 
-to gain Smith the nomination or had merely attempted 
to catalyze the immigrant, Catholic, and wet strength 
for the 1924 campaign. 2 
The strategy of these bosses was to make clear 
that they could send to the White House a man who 
would not only out the Klan in its place but also 
demonstrate to the world that a Catholic of alien 
stock could defeat a Protestant of American ancestry. 
Smith's campaign, which had possibly begun as a con-
certed move to block McAdoo's nomination, soon de-
velooed into a formidable threat with considerable ·'· 4 
- ····-········ --··-·- --·· ------- -------··--· ---·---- _ .... ~--- ···-·- _, ..... -- ·----···-~---- -·--·--··-···--------- ··-·----
- - . ~- ·-·---·· -
--,-- .-. ------~ ~ -··-· -·-,--· ----------~--.-.....--- -~- -----•-"'"" -- """'4"'--;---~-- -· -
-
2oscar Handlin, .t\1- Smith And His America (Boston: Little, Browri and Comoany, 1958), p. 116. 
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Meanwhile, adverse events seriously imoaired 
r , -
IJ!c.t\doo 's nosi tion as the front runner. He was blamed 
for lack of leadershio in the selection of the na-
tional convention site, lack of common sense in the 
oil scandals, lack of decisiveness in the top manage-
ment of his campaign, lack of showing as a real winner 
.in the orimaries and state conventions, and most of 
all, lack of necessary delegate strength for the 
THE TWO-THIRDS RULE 
As the tides of political war changed with Smith 
..;.-, 
advancing and McAdoo receding, so did McAdoo's posit~on 
.. 
---o.n- the tv-10-thirds rule. On November 5, 1923, he wanted 
it preserved; on June 16, 1924, he wanted it abolished.· 
In fact, McAdoo risked his candidacy by sponsoring a 
rules fight to bring about such a change. Meanwhile, 
the Smith advisers were opnosed and orepared to fight 
any attemnted two-thirds iule ch~nge.3 The Smith de-
.. 
fense solidified after ~rter Gla~ of Virginia and 
. ' 
3New York Times, June 12, 1924, p. 7; June 16, 1924, n. 2. · 
I! 
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several Southern delegates had warned McAdoo that 
,_ 
. ' 
the national convention would not change the two-
thirds rule for him or anyone else.4 
~· On the first day of the national convention, 
June 24, Finis J. Garrett, Democratic leader of the-
House and chairman of the Tennessee delegation, of-
---fered a resolution stating: 
0 
••• that the rules of the House of Reore-
sentatives for the Sixty-fifth Congress, 
so far as applicable, shall govern this 
body, until otherwise authorized.5 
Upon this resolution's unanimous passage by the 1098 
voting delegates, a nomination or a rule { s.) change 
required only a simple majority (550 votes). 
Early in the routine business of the second day, 
June 25, Lew G. Ellingham of Indiana, chairman of the 
rules and order of business committee, submilfted his 
committee's reoort advocating: 
••• that the rules of the last Democratic 
National Convention, including the two-
thirds rule for the nomination of canai-
dates for the office of Pres·ident and 
Vice-President, and il1cluding the rules 
of the House of Renresentatives of the 
Sixty-fifth Congress, so .far as ap9lica-
ble, be the rules of this Conven~J9n.6 
. . 
----- __ ,.----- -.... -----·-·~ --~---- --,,...-·------·----" -··--~=-·-···-;.;.. ... ·,.~- -,. -- --=~ -,··--·-· - :-,------------- -- ------~·-· -_ . . '·.-...=---
4New York Times, Jun.e. 22, · 1924, p. 1. 
5orr. Proc. Of 0 l924, n. 29. -
_6Ibid., pp. 91-92. 
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By mere voice vote and without any discussion -or de-
bate, the full convention unanimously passed. this 
report. Now, a nomination or a rule(s) change re-
quired a two-thirds majority (732 votes). This singu-
lar action henceforth bound the 1924 Democratic na-
tional convention. to the two-thir-ds rule. -It not ___ _ 
only gave the Klan and (or) the stop-McAdoo forces 
veto power (a required 367 votes) but also doomed 
McAdoo's chances for the nomination. 
The soecific insertion of the two-thirds rule 
in Ellingham's report was significant in that most 
earlier Democratic national conventions had adopted 
it without such mention by merely accepting the rules 
of the nrevious convention. In light of the absence 
., 
of the two-thirds rule from the 1920 Democratic na-
tio_n_al _convention, a majority of ri.;les and order of 
business committee members evidently wanted it rein-
stated for this oarticular convention. 
With the two-thirds rule intact, the nomination 
of either McAdoo or Smith was impossible. Without 
the C two-thirds rule, Smith's nomination would have 
been remote but, nevertheless~ possible. On the 
-------- --- -----·----------.--- -,------··-
~------~-¥------- ---- ----------~ ---- - - --- - ----- - --- - -----~ --
•. ,, ----··· .,••><•-····-·-····-······ -·-· ------- ...• ~.' ,, . . •. 
ot·her -- hand;-McAaoo orobabiy could ha.ve mu.stered a 
• • 0' < 
.,, 
' simple majority although he never did so under the 
two-thirds rule. This is readily explainable. 
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McAdoo's highest recorded convention vote (530 
on the 69th ballot) was only twenty shy of a simple 
majority of 550. Appendix T shows the thirteen na-
tional delegations that cast a greater number of votes 
for McAdoo on ballots other than the 69th. If these 
additional 45 1/2 votes had been delivered fof McAdoo 
on the 69th ballot and if simple majority had been in 
effect, McAdoo would have been nominated with 575 1/2 
votes. 
THE KLAN MOVES TO PRESERVE THE TWO-THIRDS RULE 
The Klan Board of Strategists had realized long 
before the balloting began that with full Klan as-
sistance McAdoo could be nominated by a simple majority. 
Even if the Klan Strategists h~ not foreseen this,-
they certainly knew that McAdoo's chances would be en-
-- ~- - - - •------·•-"I A --
-- --- •·"""J 
· hanced tremendously without the two-thirds rule. 
Thus, if the Klan Strategists' primary obj·ective had 
been to nominate I'JicAdoo, they would have supported 
' 
--··-------
him in his attempt to abolish the two-thirds rule. 
· The Klan had- three separate opportuni tie~ . 't9 . 
ouoose the two-·thirds rule before it officially be-
came nation~l convention law- and required a two-
thirds majority for repeal. First, if· the Knights 
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had controlled the rules and order of business com-
mittee, they could have omitted any reference to the-
two-thirds rule in this committee's majority report. 
They could have merely readopted the rules of t~e 1920 
' Democratic national convention and (or) could have 
incorporaied a specific clause to abolish the two-
thirds rule. Second, if unable to control the rules 
and order of business committee's majority report, 
the Knights therein could have drafted a minority 
report specifically to abolish the two-thirds rule. 
Third, if the Knights had had no representation what-
soever in the rules and order of business committee, 
.. , 
they could have marshalled their forces on the conven-
tion floor in an effort to defeat Ellingham's majority 
report and it~ incorporation of the two-thirds rule. 
In all tihree cases, only a simple majority was neces-.. 
sary to approve or reject the two-thir~s rule.? 
' .-/ An examination of.the proceedings reveals that 
the Klan oursued none of these three opportunities. 
First, of the fifty-four man rules and order of busi-
ness co~ittee which convened on.the opening day of 
- ' - ---·--· -------- ---- -
------··-------
the national convent·ion, ·thirty-seven members voted -.... ·. 
- -- - -
-
--------·- --·-----.. --------- --·--·-----·--
7~ew York.Times, J~e· 22, 1924, Section VIII, p. 3; :May 8, 1932, Section,IX,·o.·16; June 24, 1932, p. 1. 
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for the two-thirds rule, three against, and the other 
.fourteen were either not oresent or not voting, 8 Of 
the three who onoosed the two-thirds rule (W.L. Thorn-
ton of Texas, Jerry W. Carter of Florida, and J.C. 
Swenson of Utah), Thornton alone was a known Klans-
man. The only other Knights identifiable in this 
committee {Daniel F. Steck of Iowa and Ed M. · Semans 
of Oklahoma) voted for' the two-thirds rule.9 Possibly 
there were other Klansmen among the thirty-seven 
rules and order of business committee members who 
favored incorporating the two-thirds rule into the 
majority report. Second, after the rules and order 
of business committee had drafted its majority report, 
Thornton, Steck, Semans, and any other Klansmen in 
this·committee could have co-snonsored a minority 
resolution to susoend the two-thirds rule .• They -did 
not do so. Third, not a single Klan delegate chal-
lenged Ellingham's majority report from the conven-
tion floor. It p~ssed unanimously. 
Apparently Thornton's initial enthusiasm was 
-
. 
. ---~---~-------
8N ew York Times, June 25, 1924, o •. l. 
9on the Klan affiliation of Thornton~ Steck, and _Semans, see Aooendix O. · 
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in part why he earlier wrote to aoDroximately forty 
delegations r~questing them to sun0ort a two-th~ds 
rule change. When it came time to sponsor such a 
resolution, however, Thornton oroved that· he was a 
Klansman first and a McAdoo man second. 
THE TEN RECORDED PLATFORM PLANKS AND RESOLUTIONS 
In addition to deciding several resolutions by 
vocal co~t, the national convention voted upon eight 
resolutions and two minority platform planks by re-
corded roll call. Certainly the anti-Klan plank was 
the most conclusive in determining the pro or anti-
Klan position of the fifty-four individual dele~tions. 
Much, though, can be learhed about the geograohic 
strength of the Kl._an by comparing and analyzing the 
recorded votes on the resolutions and on the other C, 
platform plank. 
In that Smith controlled rJew York and l-1cAdoo 
~lifornia, these two delegations can be used a~ 
standards. The other states' and territories' pre-
ferences . can then be labeled aS-~1!pro=MCAd00~ 1,-ttJ)ro.:. 
Sniith," or "no response" on each respective platf6rm 
plank and resolution. Because many of._ the fifty-four 
national delegations were not unit rule, the voting 
73 
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blocs are analyzed strictly by.simnle maJority. 
Both New York and California voted against the· 
League of Nations (minority} plank, voted against 
the resolution to adjourn the convention after the 
· 75th ballot and reaSsemble in Kansas City on July 
21, and voted for the resolution to release pledged 
. 
delegates after the 73rd ballot. Therefore·, these 
three oarliamentary moves can not be considered valid 
tests of loyalty to Smith or McAdoo. However, the 
other six resolutions and especially the anti-Klan 
olank can. l 
The first and second resolutions involved the 
schedule of convention business. The McAdoo advisers 
realized that the Smith delegates in the ·platform and 
resolutions committee intended to inject an anti-Klan 
plank into the majority report. If unable to do so, 
'~ 
they would definitely draft a minority plank to con-
demn the Knights. Either way, a floor debate on the 
Klan was inevitable. 
Late Thursday afternoon, June 26, McAdoo's floor 
manager,.· J. Bruce Kremer of Montana, present.ed a ·reso~ 
lution to force the convention into a special 7~,3i0. 
-J- -----···. --··------ - -- - - - ------ ~- --- - - -P .~1. session in order to ·compl_et·.e~c_cthe.~naminat;.ing~ .. , ------ __ ,_ __________ -- ---- --·-- . ----- ------ - - - -------------~ -----------
· -,.._;--~ -~=-,.· . .;;o.;:c.>..,.:.;--c-,c,e,...,..-'~-,c,_._...C,_--------·=c,-c,-o,_e"""cC··--c- ,_-c,,;-~,-- ,~ ~~---~ ... ·,,-. '" .~.---=: .,. •"'"' • -~--'.C.CCCC~==:-·-c-.. -~--.c ... ·=--c •• ·,----~ ··--· ,,, ___ ,,_ • ,., •. ,-,.~,=-·c..•.•,,_,._-" · ''-· - ·, · --·- ·--- -·---cc----·--·-·-.'·•· '"-••'·"·-·"" •- -------·---··-··- - · • . 
speeches and balloting before the platform and reso-
lutions comrnittee' s reports were ready. In this way, 
74 
K1remer hooed to oostpone the Klan·· confrontation until 
after McAdoo had been nominated.lo 
The Smith advisers knew that a floor debate on 
the Klan prior to the nbminating soeeches and balloting 
would severely imoair McAdoo's chances.· Thus, John 
J. Fitzgerald, a Smith delegate from New York, countered 
Kremer's resolution with a proposal for adjournment 
until 10: 3 .. 0 A .M. Friday, June 27. 
Proponents of Fitzgerald's r.esolution responded 
with ''ayes''; Kremer's with ''noes.''· After a few dele-
gations were challenged on the first recorded tally, 
a recount 1"1as taken. Both times the Smith forces 
. 
won (579 1/2 "ayes'' to 499 ''noes'' and 559 "ayes'' to 
513 ''noes'') •11 
The results of this second tally, in reality a 
--·------·-··-· --
- ----------- ··-------···--- - - -Srni tli- v-i--ctory, meant that the full convention would 
debate the plat-form and resolutions committee's minori-
-ty plank on the Klan prior to the nominating speeches 
and balloting. This would embarrass McAdoo. 
After the pr·esentation of -the League of Nations 
. / 
plank on Saturday evening, -June 28, William R. 
------~-----·---.---------
-·-- ·•---- ----,---,------- .. - -·--··----·--·------- --~-·--·--·- ~---
- ------·------ --- --- - - --·----·------------- --- ____________ , __ _ 
t 
-- lOA-lle:ri -- rff}ie· Underwood Presidential Movement - , ' -Of 1924, '' u. ·2·-5·5'1.-
llorr. Proc. Of 1924, pp. 155-164. 
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Pattangall, an Underwood delegate from Maine, intro-
duced the second minority plank. It pledged the 
party to: 
••• onoose any effort on the oart of the Ku Klux Klan or any organization to inter-fere.with the religious liberty or·po-litical freedom of any citizen or to limit the civic rights of any c·itizen or body 
of citizens because of religion, birth-
olace ar racial origin. 12 
At 8:-45 ? .Iv1.; Platform and Resolutions Committee 
--
Chairman Homer S. Cummings allotted one hour of 
speaking time to each side. Klansman Robert L. Owen 
of Oklahoma, Governor Cameron I~orrison of North Caro-
lina, former Governor Jared Y. Sanders of Louisiana, 
and Delegate-at-large William Jennings Bryin of 
Florida all sooke for the majority plank which avoided 
soeeifi~--reference to the Klan. None of these states-4 
men praised the Klan but merely implied that it was 
unethical to condemn a fraternal organization in a 
major party pla~form.13 
12orr. Proc. Of 192~, pp. 247-248. 
13 Castigating the Klan besides Pattangall were: Carroll Iv1iller of Pittsbur_gh_,___a sister to Guffey; Bainbridge ·····Co-lby·--·-·of N~ew·Yor:k-~- former secretary of 
state under \'\Tilson; Senator David I. Walsh of Massa-
-----·----·--·- - ~--------·-·------chusett-s-•-<Ed-mund Iiioore o.f ·Ohio· r~yor Andrew c. Erwin ' ' 
-
. of Athens,- Georgia; c .. M. Bryan of Tennessee (no rela- · tion to William Jennings Bryan); and Attorney Francis X. Busch or Chicago. 
Ibid_. J, ~D~ 279-309. -
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The recorded roll call was accompanied by··- vo-. , 
ciferol1S outbursts and nu1aerous quarrels both within 
and among several delegations. _ Many had to be polled " 
and repelled. The anti-Klan plank finally lost by 
less than a single vote ( 543 3/20 "noes'' to 542 7 /20 
"ayes").14 Apnendix U geographically illustrates the 
Klan support on this plank. ,. There is a clos·e simi-
' larity between votes cast against the anti-Klan plank 
and votes cast for McAdoo on his highest recorded 
ballot, as shown in Appendix V. That is, 434.5 of 
the 543.15 votes cast against the anti-Klan plank 
(80.0%) were- also given to McAdoo on the 69th ballot. 
The nreliminary count haq given the anti-Klan 
advocates a one vote advantage. ·However, the last 
~inu~e shifting in the Georgia delegation helped de-
feat the anti-Klan plank. The origj_.n~l __ Georgia count 
-ha.-d -been 17 ''noes'', 2 1/2 ''ayes", and 8 1/2 ''no 
' 
" 
re .. sponses." After some clever maneuvering by Klans-
man Ho.llins Randolph, the Georgi·a delegation chairman, _ 
the final Georgia count stood at 19 1/2 ''noes'', 1 
-
''aye'', and 7 1/2 ''no responses. r,15 Among those Georgia 
l4orr. Proc. " Of 1924, .·pp. 309-310. 
---------
l5Ibid., pu. 309-314, 322', 329-332. 
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''noes'' were Marion Colley and P.A. Stovall. . Colley 
' 
later told a New York Times reporter that she had 
, switched because "party officials'' had persuaded her._ 
to do so. Colley added that they had told her by 
· shifting from ''aye'' to ''no'' she would save the J?emo-
. ""--· 
cratic oarty from annihilation.· When asked if she 
__ had changed because of Klan threats, Colley replied, 
''I can not tell you that. ,,16 
Randoloh oersonally approached Stovall, fo~mer 
ambassador to Switzerland under Wilson, and begged 
him: 
This is a direct request from rJir. 
rJJ:cAdoo just receiv,ed. Your vote may lose him the Presidency. We've stood by you, 
now stand by us. 17 
I , 
After the initial Georgia count had been recorded, 
the McAdoo advisers urged Randoloh to persuade a few 
·,more Georgia delegates to vote against the· minority 
olank. Randolph did so by convincing Collijy, Stovall, 
and possibly other Georgia delegates to change their 
votes. Although Randolph acted in McAdoo's name, he 
actually exoloited p~rty and personal· allegiance in 
- __ _,_,=.,,~------=---- - ----=------- - -- - - - - -
----~---- ----- ----~------·-·----~-<~ ---·--" '-- .. - - .. ----,--~-
I 
I 
. 
16New York Times, June 29, 1924, P. 5; June JO, 1924, on. 1, -3. - Chalmers, p. ~11. · 
17chalmers, p. 211. 
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-This episode- is another example of McAdoo and 
the Klan working together for their own ends. McAdoo, 
the front runner, wanted to avoid a solit convention; 
the Klan wanted to avert oublic condemnation. If the 
anti-Klan plank had passed, Southern and Western Klan 
delegates might have walked out of the convention, 
throwing .it in,to chaos. Even with the results standing, 
the Knights had come within an- iota -~-f- tl-i-sa-ster· -anct-·· -· ··· · 
McAdoo had become further stigmatized as the ''Klandi- · 
date." 
The remaining four resolutions that can be con-
sidered valid tests of loyalty between Smith and McAdoo 
occurred irregularly throughout the balloting. Fol~ 
lowing the 66th ballot on,Friday, July 4, Charles H. 
Cole, a Smith delegate from Massachusetts, moved to 
susoend the rules so that the conventiqn might meet 
in a special executive session. This would exclude 
the press and anyone else not directly involved with 
the proceedings and would allow each candidate to ad-
dress the delegates_. A simple majority supported 
,. 
_Cole's resolution ( 551, ''ayes'' to 538 "noes'') but the 
______ 0 -·~ _ ,--- 0 ------ ~ 7 ~----·-a·----~~~=c--~---
two-t h ird s_ rule defeated it.18 
-~~~----------- ·----····.::-- ___ -__ -_ .. _ 
,.-. _ _. .. ,. •·••'>'•---•-•-•,··•-•• '""••••--·•••-• ,eo.•--,N~,<•••,~~--------• •-.--••••• > ·•.,·••- •·• 
' " 
18orr. Proc. Of 1924, pp. 677-685. ~ain, p. 223.· 
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to suspend the rules so that Smith might address the 
convention. Again, a simnle delegate majority ap-
proved, the resolut,ion ( 604 1/2 "ayes ff to 473 "noes") 
but not by the necessary two-thirds.19 
' After the 73rd ballot on Saturday, July 5, Gover-
nor Gilbert M. · Hitchcock, a McAdoo delegate from Ne-
braska, presented a resolution to droo ·the lowest 
man on each ballot qntil only five candidates remained. 
The Smith forces helued defeat Hitchcock's resolution 
{ 589 1/2 ''noes" to 496 ''ayes")·. 20 
Following the 99th ballot on the Tuesday, July 
8 evening session which carried over into Wednesday 
morning, Permanent Convention Chairman Thomas J. 
Walsh rBad a letter from McAdoo releasing his dele-
gates. McAdoo not only wanted the balloting concluded 
---· ---~---
wit }Jo ut, time to caucus Put als~ ';~,egged his deleg_ates 
\ .\":·~.--' 
'··-to suoport favorite son Edwin T. Meredith of Iowa, 
former secretary of agriculture under Wilson. Ohio 
delegate W.A. Julian moved that the conventioR adjourn 
_________ -~----~unti_l __ 2: 00 P .M. Wednesday. His resolution lost (621 
190ff'. Pro~-~ Of 1924, ou. 686..;.696~ 
--- ----- --·-------~---,----~---
. · ' . ?Qibid. i op. - 7 4 5-7 49 • . BtJ:rn er , The Po 1 it i cs Of ______ ----~----~--__ .:_ _________ .J:._ ___ • _______ ~-~-------· _,_-
Pro vin c ia1 :t sm.: ~be ITeir.iOcicltic ?arty In Transition: 
1918-1932, oo. 121-122. 
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~~p.o_~~s~' t,_o_ 460 1/2. ''a.yes'') .21 
An analysis of the ten recor4ed'"9latform planks 
and resolutions indicates ''the following •. Thirteen 
delegations supnorted McAdoo on the anti-Klan olank 
and on all six resolutions: California~ Florida, -
Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, Mo.ntana, Nevada, 
. New Iv1exico, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas, and Washington. 
' Six delegations supoorted McAdoo on the anti-Klan 
-- ·-···-· - - - - -plank and on five of six resolutions: Idaho, Mis-
sissippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, 
and Wyoming. Both of these groups include most of 
the st·ate.s in which there ts v..olurninous evidence of 
Klan particioation in the primaries and.state con-
ventions.22 
THE 103 RECORDED BALLOTS: 
The 103 ballots cast by the Democrats in 1924 
broke all national convention records. The balloting 
,, 
was essentially a seesaw battle between McAdoo and 
I 
-
22rn the first group-, f o'i.ir o-f the "t.hi:rteen dele-
. "' ·gations -unanimously suoport·ed McAdoo: Kansas, Neyada, Texas, and Washington. In the second grou9, four ·of. the .six delegations: Idaho, 14ississip!)i, Oklahoma, 
and .So.uth Carolina.-
81, 
·, 
"' Smith. Out·or pure .frustration, the delegates finally 
compromised upon John Vv. Davis, who had not entered 
a single primary. However, the reasons for Davis' 
1-
. nomination require further analysis. 
I4cAdoo' s highest recorded convention vote was 
530 on the 69th ballot.· Appendix T showed that he 
received 45 1/2 additional votes scatt·ered t.hroughout · 
other ballots. Thus, McAdoo's comoosite convention 
vote was actually 575 1/2 votes (52.4%). Smith's 
highest recorded convention vote was 368 (33.5%) on, 
the 76th ballot. Together, McAdoo and Smith accumu-
lated 943 1/2 votes (85.9%). 
. With the two-thirds rule intact, attaining the 
remaining 154 1/2 votes (14.1%) was McAdoo's last 
hone to win the nomination. If combined with McAdoo's 
composite of 575 1/2, these additional votes would 
have given him a total of 730., This was only two 
votes shy of a two-thirds majority, which he then 
could have probaqly mustered. 
Of these 15~ 1/2 votes ~hat neither McAdoo nor 
C Smith ever received, .seventy"""."eight were cast by four 
~ ~~~· .,--,~·.~ ... . ·.----~-~.-~ .... l.!l} it. _ :r_\.l). e~ d_elegat ion.a!-----·-· Alabama--,- ---Ar-k an sa s , -- -bel11-s-iafl-a-,--~:--~~-·---.. -----··-·-
-- -- -- - - ~----
. and Maryland_. . In the ~:r·ir st--th-ree, ·tne...,--Klan was -· - ·----- -,,. . _________ ; ____________ --- - --------·---·--·-····--------- ~---- .... -- . . 
-
' 
in a position to deliver for McAdoo, but did not 
do so. 
',. 
,, . 
The Alabama Realm did not present a candidate 
to oppose Underwood in tho March 11 primary. State 
law entitled Underwood as the presidential preference 
winner to select all the national delegates. Alabama 
unanimous]_y opposed the anti-Klan plank, cast the first 
102 ba·11ots for ·underwood, the 103rd for John W. Davis, 
and did not give.:·McAdoo a sing-le vote_.~}_ 
The Arkansa·s Realm elected Klansman Virgil Pettie 
to the national committee and influenced the delegation 
so that it unanimously opposed the anti-Klan plank. 
The Arkansas Realm could have swung this national dele-
gation to McAdoo. Yet Arkansas cast all 103 ballots 
-~ . ' for favorite son Klansman Josenh Robinson and did not -. 
give McAdoo a singJ_e vote. 24 
The Louisiana Realm helned defeat the orooosed 
• • 
anti-Klan resolution in the state convention and seated 
--at least two known Klansmen in the national delegation. 
The Arkansas Realm could have delivered for McAdoo but 
did not give him a single vote.25 
-The i'w'laryland Realm was politically ineffective. 
- - . . 
--- ------2-J-men--, -wrhe Underwood Presid.ential Movement Of - ~ d 
. 1924, '' pp. 79,-90-99,-~" 102.-·--- -Off.-·,·Proc. Of· 1924. 
24orr-. ?roe. Of 1924. 
25 Ibj_d. 
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' 1/lith wet, Catholic, and Jewish· support,,, favorite son 
Governor Albert C. Ritchi9's forces easily controlled 
•" \the Iv'lay 22 state convention. Maryland unanimously 
supported the anti~Klan plank, cast the first 100 
ballots_ for Ritchie, the last three for· John· W~ Davis, 
and did not give McAdoo a single vote.26 
In addition to the above four unit rule delega-
tions that never cast a vote for either McAdoo or 
Smith, four .other delegations (West Virginia, Virginia, 
Puerto Rico, and Delaware) with a co_mbined fifty-two 
votes gave McAdoo and Smith practically no support. 
In West Virginia, and possibly in Virginia and Puerto 
Rico, the Klan was in a position to deliver for Mc-
Adoo, but did not do so. 
Prior to the national convention, the Klan Strate-
gists contended that they controlled ~!,__ J__eas_t 50_% of_. 
., 
the West Virginia delegation. Accordingly, West Vir-
ginia narrowly onoosed the anti-Klan plank ( 9 ''noes'' 
to 7 ''ayes'') and cast at least fifteen of a possible 
, 
sixteen votes for John W. Davis on every ballot except 
. 
~.. 
. the 76th, on which he still recei-ved fourteen votes.· ~ -
---·- ~~·-"•" - --· ., · .. -----·- . -··-"'- .. ,_.. - , .. ___ .,._--·-····-"--~-·---.. - -·· ---'-" ___ ,_ ,• West Virginia g~ve Smi th~~only one vote on only one 
26 . Arnold S. Rice, p. 39. Chalmers, pp. 159-160. Allen,· ''The Underwood Presidential· Movemen~ Of 1924-, '' p. 196. Off. Proc. Of 1924~- ·, · . 
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ballot (the 76th) and McAdoo only one vote on eighteen 
·--
scattered ballots (including the 69th).27 
The Virginia Realm possibly influenced the June 
11 state convention. Favorite son Carter .Gl.asis, whose 
fdrces controlled this meeting, could hold the delega-
_tion together for himself at the national convention 
but not for-anyone else~ -chairman Claude A. Swanson 
and several Virginia delegates preferred McAdoo if_ 
Glass could not be nominated. However, the very in-
fluential state Democratic chairman, Harry F. Byrd, 
personally_hated McAdoo. Byrd was determined to keeo 
Virginia from swinging to him. Virginia overwhelmingly 
opposed the anti-Klan plank (21 1/2 ''noes'' to 2 1/2 
''ayes''), cast the first 100 ballots for Glass, split 
the next two evenly petween Glass and John W. Davis, 
.I" 
and swung to Davis on the 103rd. Virginia gave _Smith 
no votes at all and McAdoo only ten of a possible 
twenty-four on only two of 103 ballots (?ath and 79th}. 
Furthermore, Virginia cast these ten votes £or McAdoo 
long after he had passed his peak.28 
.. ----·------·· ----- ----- - __ 
--· -··--·----------,· ,.-,..-,-.. - - - -- -··-· ····--··· ... - --·-·-- ---- -
-- .. -......... ·---------,-, ·-· ------- -··-····· .. - . ·- - ............. ···-. -· ...... -···· -- ··-~---.,: --
I 
____ J 
·-
2 71rrnoi:a S.Rice, p1• 81. orr .... ·Proc. 6.r 1924 .. -"~··-·==··"·· -·-________________ .... n ... --"··-• .---•·.' """""••n~~~~•rn•--~•·•·••-~ ~··-•·~- •--"'-••••-• _,,, ,-••~•·••-•n--• ,• ' • "' • ',• "· 0 ·• ••" • 
• ,• '"' ·••- •••" •-• - ••••• ~ 
28Arpold S.1 Rice, pp. 39-40. Rixey Smith and -_ Norman. Beasley, Carter 'Glass: A .. Biography (New .. York: Longmans, Green And Co.,·1939), pp. 261-264. Allen, 
''The Underwood Presidential Ivtovement Of 1924,'' ·pp. 215-217. Off. Proc. Of 1924. 
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.. ballot (the 76th) and McAdoo only one vote on eighteen· 
. scattered ballots (including the 69th) .27 
' . 
The Virginia Realm possibly influenced the June 
11 state convention. Favorite son Carter Glass, whose 
forces controlled this meeting, could hold th~ del~ga~ 
tion together for himself at the national convention 
\ 
but not for anyone el·se. Chairman Claude A.· Swanson · 
and several Virginia delegates preferred McAdoo if 
Glass could not be nominated. However, the very in-
fluential state Democratic chairman, Harry F. Byrd, 
·personally hated McAdoo. Byrd was determined to keen 
Virginia from swinging to him. Virginia overwhelmingly 
opposed the anti-Klan plank ( 21 1/2 "noes" to 2 1/2 
"ayes"), cast the first 100 ballots for Glass, split 
the next two evenly between Glass and Jo~ W. Davis,. 
r, -
- - -
- - -- -
-and-swung to Davis·on the 103rd. Virginia gave Smith 
no votes at all and McAdoo only ten of a possible 
twenty-four on only two of 103 ballots (78th and 79th). 
, F·urthermore, Virginia cast these ten votes .for McAdoo 
. long after he had passed his peak.28 · 
, ---
2 7Arno1d s. R;i.ct:!, p. 81. Off. ·Proc. Or 1924~_ 
I 
..... ,.,_. "·-- , ... - ...... _ -·-··'"·'"--···-- -·-·· ·-··· • ""' - ···----····-···- ··-•<••~-•••·-'·••,,~•-••,.,,---•·--·~··•·• .. ·--·- -• - -•+ ,:ta •• - - - - - - - -- ---~'.l.-,,~.,,.-_,_~~--· ----!,~"'-•"'-~™~-·._....._.~-·••~~--c~~ "' . .. ' -"-~ ,_ • 
~28Arno1d s. Rice, pp. 39-40. Rixey Smlth and · 
Norm.an_B·e.·asle·y·, Cart_e_r_· ... Glas.s: __ .··· A. Biography.(New_ Y_·or_k: -
Longmans, Green And Co., 1939.), pp. 261-264. Allen, 
"The Underwood PreSidentiai Movement Of 1924," pp. 
215-217. Off. Proc. Of 1924. ~ 
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The Klan perhaps exerted some influence in Puerto 
Rico despite the large Ronan Catholic population. 
Amazingly, Puerto Rico opposed the anti-Klan plank 
I ' {4 ''noes'' to 2 ''ayes'') and never cast more than one 
of a oossible six votes for either Smith or, Underwood 
on any ballot. Puerto Rico gave John :W. Davis five 
votes .on 100 ballots and four on the other three bal-
lots .( 80th---82nd) .-- ---Pu.~rto·R.·i·co ·did n-r;t ·give··--r~cAdoo · 
a single vote.29 
The Delaware.Realm was weak politically. Conse-
quently, United States Senator (and favorite son) 
Willard Saulsbury's forces easily controlled the May 
7 state convention. Delaware unanimously supported 
the anti-Klan plank, cast the first 100 ballots for 
Saulsbury, the la~t three for John W. Davis~ Smith, 
---and -underwood-respectively, and dld ·n-ot -g1.ve-McA"doo 
a single vote.30 
The four unit rule delegations that never ga~e 
r,1cAdoo or Smith a single vote olus the four delegations 
that gave rJicAdoo and Smith pra.,ctically no votes to-
. ' -gether held )-.30 of tlie 154- 1/2 additional votes that 
.······.~··· . ~-z9prr :·~rro·c:·or·122~. 
30ft.llen, ''Th~ Und.erwood Presidential Movement Of 1924,'' ~. 165. Off. Proc~ Of 1924. 
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McAdoo so desperately needed for a two-thirds majority. 
In essence, these eight delegations were those in 
which th~ Klari possibly could not, and in some cases 
would not, ·deliver for McAdoo. 
Three other delegations (New Jersey, Ohio, and 
Rhode Island) never gave McAdoo a single v9te in the 
national convention, but suooorted Smith. In none of 
·-these three states was the Klan iii- a. oosition to de-=- - - ---~-~---"------
, 
liver for McAdoo. -
In New Jersey favorite son Georges. Silzer easily 
won the 1922 gubernatorial race despite Klan opposi-
tion. His delegate slate similarly won the April 22, 
1924 primary. New Jersey unanimously supported the 
anti-Klan nlank, cast the first nine ballots for Silzer, 
the next ninety-one (10th-100th) for Smith, split the 
<- ,~_.:.;(_ ~ last three between Underwood and Glass, and did not 
give McAdoo a single vote.31 
The Ohio Realm was strong ~olitically-w±thin 
the state GOP but·failed to control the Democratic 
machinery. Despite Klan opposit.ion, favorite son James 
Cox had twice be·en reeJ._ected governor in 1917 and 1919 
·~ .,, .. ~ ... ~~... ' 
and had carried th~_ state primaries in l92(J- -and I924. - .... -... _ ... , .. ~----·------·-·-· ____ .;..._ 
--.. --~,o---,_---,----..,,..-~-•'-c--. ,-,-,..--~·,,.c,,_.n-.,,-,,,._..-. ~--~=·----------·----- _ 
- 3lchalmers, pp. 213, 243, 252-253 •.. i\.llen, ~'The 
Underwood Presidential Movement Of 1924," pp. 136-
-137. _ Off. Proc. Of 1924. 
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Ohio overwhelmingly supported·· the anti'-Klan plank · 
(35 1/2 ''ayes" to 15 1/2 ''noes''), cast the .first sixty-
four ballots for Cox, the, next~· nine (65th-73rd) for 
Ohio delegate Newton D. Baker, and then split among 
several candidates. Smith controlled the biggest 
portion for the next twenty-three ballots (74th-96th). 
and John W. Davis the biggest portion for the last 
seven (97th-10Jrd). Ohio did not give ~1cAdoo a single~ .. 
vote .3 2 
• 
The Rhode Island Realm was po.litically ineffec-
tive. Accordingly, Rhode Island unanimously suppo~ted 
the anti-Klan plank, cast the first 100 ballots for 
Smith, the next two for Underwood, the 103rd for· John 
W. Davis, and did not give McAdoo a single vote.33 
•. -- 1 
In light of the Knights' political shortcomings 
1n·New Jersey, Ohio, and Rhode Jsland, it is highly 
doubtful that the Klan Strategists could have swung 
these three delegations to MqAdoo even if they had 
truly wanted him nominated. 
. .. 
For various reasons, the group -of eleven delegations 
·.· ···· 3 2 Chalmers, pp. 175, · 177g:·-- ·A1·1·en, · ''The Uncferwood 
. Presidential -iv1ev-ement,~::Q£:~;::~l-~-24-1~.Jt""··~p .• ,-,l-J9 •. , .. ----Cex 1, -p··~ .. · •.. 308 • 
. Off. Proc. Df _1924. 
. . 
. 
33 Chalmers, u. 268. ''Allen, !_'The Underwood Presi-dential fJiovement Of 1924," p •. 133. Off. Proc. O.f 1924. 
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(Alabama, Arkansas, Louisiana, Maryland, West Vir-
ginia, "Tvirginia, Puerto Rtco, Delaware, New Jersey, 
Ohio, and Rhode Island) did not support McAdoo in 
the national convention. A second group of seventeen 
delegations voted consistently for McAdoo by either 
majority or unanimity throughout most of the bal-
loting. These are: California, Florida, Georgia, 
IdahG, Io-wa-, -·K-en·t,tteky., -·N-evada, New Mexico, Oregon, 
South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, 
Washington, District of Columbia, and the Canal Zone. 
This group includes many states in which there is 
voluminous· evidence of Klan participation in the 
primaries and state conventions. 
A third grou9 comprised of the remaining twenty-
six unbound or favorite son delegations repeatedly 
• 
swung back and forth among McAdoo and other candidates 
' 
by either unanimity or a few votes at a time. This 
third group made little concerted effort to shift to 
McAdoo on any. series of two or three consecutive bal·-
any, increased their 1./IcAdoo votes stinul taneously. 
~ - --- ----·-·-· -- - --- ·-·· .. ····-·--·-· -, ... - -Stirprisirigly, nine deI·e·gations increased their ivlcAdoo 
votes on the 94th _Q~_l.l_Q_t_. ______ ,,_llowever_, ... this WtiS ·~he· ~- · .. ------ ·----------·--·--.,·-----------.-·····-··--·-·"-····---.. - ---·-·-··-··--·~-- -~--.. ----------- _------... ------ -~- ' ,-
,to· -
only instan,ce in which more than six delegations 
ever shifted to l'-lcAdoo on any one ballot. Moreover~ 
89 
, <"1>' ;,~,,,. ,,. •" ·I' c 
.... ,-.1-.~-. . .... ~ ·• · • 
_____ of __ the __ nin e delega t_iQ_l'l._s that· __ increased their McAdoo 
votes on the 94th ballot, Colorado, West Virginia, 
and the ?hiliouine Islands gave him only one vote or_ 
less. 
-- "·------------~------~ --~-----· --· . 
If the previously noted estimates of Klan strength 
in the various delegations are accurate, the Knights 
could have persuaded at least one or two members in 
•"! ..... ., .,., .. ·,•~, 
each of the twenty-six unbound or favorite son dele-
gations to shift to McAdoo on a given ballot or on a 
short series of consecutive ballots. If this had been 
done, a stampede might have ensued for McAdoo. His 
nomination still would have been doubtful, though, in 
light of the two-thirds rule. Nevertheless, if the 
Klan Strategists_had sincerely wanted McAdoo nominated,· 
they would have at least attemoted to stampede the 
national - conventi-on. -
There are two possible reasons why the McAdoo 
bandwagon never started. First, the Klan did not 
have enough votes within the twenty-six-unbound or 
favorite son delegations to show a sizable McAdoo 
advance on two or three successive ballots. This is 
sJoubtful given Klan stren.gth in the vario1us delega-
. - - -·- ·-----------·--,----·---··-·--··--·---·~---·-=· --~-. - -"-·· -- ·--- ----- .. ·-·- -- _....._. - -. -- --.-~.= .. ~=.,,,•4, "' ,-,-'"-"'•'--""'"-""" --"-= ,.----= -- . _,---, ---- ···-~- -=· ---~·-.;.·...c.·-
. tions. Second, the Klan did have additional votes 
--in the twenty-six unbound-or favorite son delegations 
but puroosely withheld them from McAdoo, knowing that 
90 
_., 
l. 
- ------- --~~- -- - ---- -
he could not be nominated under the two-thirds rule. 
If this latter premise is correct, strong· Klan 
delegations such as_Georgia and Texas require some 
-ex:plana.tion as to why they sunported McAdoo for the 
·1 
first 100 ballots. In essence, the Klan Strategists 
intentionally used McAdoo as a stalking horse until 
the national convention became so frustrated and weary 
that it readily turned to the first reputable compro-
mise candidate to mak·e a serious bid. 
THE KLAN ULTIMATELY DEFEATS UNDERvJOOD 
John W. Davis, former ambassador to England under 
Wilson, was a dark horse all along. Prior to his 
139 1/2 votes on the 95th ballot, Davis' nrevious high 
, 
had_ be-enG-n-ly-1-29- t./2-· on-t1ie-2Jrd ballot. His total 
start·ed to slowly increase on the 95th ballot, reached 
210 votes on the 99th, but dropped back to 203 1/2 
on the 100th. At this point the momentum shifted in 
his favor as twenty-nine delegations increased their 
·----------·-- -- ------- - ---- -----------------·----
Davis votes on the 101st and ( or r 102nd ballots. 
' < _,_ ------~~---~--~----,----·-·-------- .. -----------
101ST. BALLOT: 
Colorado . 
Conne ct_i cut 
Delaware 
Georgia 
- --- ---·-----· ·- -- ___ ,,______ - - -~ -----·· -·- -· -··-- - --
- - - -. - - - - - - --· -- ---- ~- --
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102ND BALLOT: 
Florida 
Georgia . 
'r ' 
Kentucky 
· fJlaryland 
Mississipoi 
New Mexico 
North Carolina 
Oregon 
?ennsylvania 
South Carolina 
\, Tennessee 
Vermont 
Virginia 
~Jyoming 
Hawaii 
Canal Zone 
Massachusetts 
~lichigan 
Minnesota 
New Hamoshire 
New Jersey 
New Mexico 
New York 
_ North Carolina 
Ohio 
Oklahoma 
Pennsylvania 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Utah 
Wyoming 
Canal Zone34 
Five other delegations (Illinois, Indiana, Kansa_s, 
Louisiana, and Missouri} gave Davis majority or 
unanimous supoort on these two ballots. Together 
they include fourteen of the fifteen states (except 
··Arkansas) that were cited in Chapter III for Klan 
- " 
participation in their orimaries and state conven-
tions. 
After Texas had cast its entire forty, votes ~or 
C 
-~-----~----~------------------ -----.--.~-c-~,--_ --=Dav-i-s-~on the 102nd ballot, the convention stampeded 
r . 
, s\ for him o_n the remainder' of thi-s ballot -and,. ot~~tn-e-·-----,------------:~-~----~·----------~----· 
---------·----- ... -·- ·------- - - ---------· ------------------- ,_ 
-==------- -,--- -···*-------·-=· ..:.=:;:_ .• ___ _...:___..c..:..;..........:..-· -···,:;......_:;..c.;ce.--'--"---'-- ______ -- ----. ------ ... ---. ·-----··---- ., -·--·------- - . . - . 
34orr. Proc. Of 1924;-pp. 941-960. 
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next. The \'lest Virginian then had little trouble 
amassing 844 votes on the 103rd and final ballot. 
Actually,- three favorite sons {Carter, Glass of 
V Virginia, Oscar W. Underwood of Alabama, and John W. 
DaVis of West Virginia) were pushed forth as compro-
mise choices after McAdoo had released his delegates 
following the 99th ballot. Cox personally preferred 
Glass whereas the boss bloc wanted Underwooct.35 Glass 
fared very ooorly in the remaining tallies. On the 
critical ballots (100th-102nd) during which Underwood'S·· 
strength surged from 411/2 votes to his recorded 
conver1tion high of 307, none of this support had ore-
viously been given to McAdoo excent for nineteen 
votes: one apiece from Georgia, Ken~ucky, Maine, 
. Oregon, and South Dakota, two apiece f'rom Colorado, 
Indiana, T_ennes_se.e, and the Philippine Islands, and .·· 
six from the District of Columbia.36 
The antagonism incurred by Underwood's Klan 
castigations was especially obnoxio-µs to Southern 
delegates. Of the 307 votes that Underwood collected 
-on the 102nd ballot, on_~y ___ t,wo were cast by Southern 
_,,..,....,. ,,., · ,,,~~~c- ~-c.. · ···•· ="'"4"'""' ,.-....,.· ~x~~ >,.,,~-,"·""~"' ' · -.. · · --• • ,, P·•-'°o,.·,,+-=.s -~,,,,- ~- ,.,.,,_,,_.,,,,u....,.~...., .. -
· ····· · · ····· ---,-- ·--35cox, o. 329. Herbert Eaton., Presidential Tim-
ber: A History Of Nominatin CoiiventIO:ri.S: 18.68-1 60 
ew o 1er- 1acm1 an Limited, 19
1 
4 , p. 309. 
J60ff. Proc. Of 1924. 
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\ 
delegations outside of his home state of Alabama. 
- _, ' . One came from Georgia, the other from Kentucky. 
After McAdoo had finally released his delegates 
and had begged them to support favorite son Meredith 
of Iowa, r'!cAdoo definitely did not want them to swing 
to John W. Davis. McAdoo regarded him as ''the tool 
of his Wall Street enemies. 1137-~--ff the Knrghts haa-~---~--~ 
been loyal to McAdoo, certainly Georgia, Texas, and 
• J 
other strong Klan delegations would have supported 
Meredith as requested. Yet Meredith collected only 
75 1/2 votes on the 100th ballot: a mere 38 1/2 more 
than he had polled on the 99th ballot after which 
McAdoo released his delegates. 
The key Klan ·delegations were willing to support 
McAdoo as long as he was a viable candidate. They 
had no intention~ however, of following his le~d in 
a hopeless cause for Meredith. In the last few bal-
lots, Klan e~emy Underwood suddenly rose from the 
disaster of his primary defeats to become a very real 
threat to win the nomination. The Kl~n Strategists' 
were not about to allow the supreme irony of an --
~.• " • ~ • ·-. C •• •• • ••••• •••·-• ·-··-··•·····-·-• 
Underwood nomination. 
37Burner, "The Pemocratic pq.rty In The Election 
Of 1924," n. 105~ 
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• 
John W. Davis now appeared as the best man to 
stop the Underwood boom. Besides being white Anglo-
Saxon Protestant and dry, the West V~rginian was a 
thirty-third degree Mason. He was not an avowed 
Klansman, although the possibility of his being an 
Imperial Knight should not be ruled out. He had 
publicly neither accepted nor refused Klan supoort 
but had simply been mute on the subject. ~lhile en-
trained to New York City for the national cony~ntion, 
a member of the strongly-Klan Texas delegation told 
a Dallas Morning News reporter that his delegation 
generally thought the . ''conservative'' from West Vir-
ginia {Davis) would be a ''mighty good man to head 
the ticket in case Mr. McAdoo should not be desig-
nated. ,,3B 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE RECORDED VOTES CAST· IN 
THE 1924 DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION 
McAdoo's highest recorded convention vote 6f 
530 on the 69th ballot is used as a, standard in Ap-
' 
·pendix-,w-ro:r comoarison with the. r.ec.orded.-votes cast ~ 
' 
J8The.Dqllas Morning News, Jurle 20, 1924, cited by Allen,, ''The· Democratic· Presidential Primary Elec-tion. Of 1924 In Texas,'' p. 492. 
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. I 
on the anti-Klan nlank, with the number of resolutions 
of a oossible six on which the .fifty-four national 
delegations suooorted f11lcAdoo, a-rid -wi-th pro-McAdoo votes 
' 
cast for John W. Davis and pro-Smith votes cast for- · 
Oscar W. Underwood in their critical runs for the nomi-
nation. 
,, 
The fifty-four national delegations are divided 
' into four groups in Appendix W accbrdi~g to how they 
voted for McAdoo on the 69th ballot: first, twenty 
del-egation's by unanimou~s--su~9ort (100%); seco~d, eight 
delegations by majority support (51-99%); third, 
teen delegations by minority sunport (1--50%); and 
fourth, ten delegations by no support (0%). 
• six-
Appendix W shows how these four groups individual-
ly voted on each of the afor~mentioned issues. Support 
is -expressed a:s the percentage of the -total votes -cast 
within each respective group of ,delegations. For the ·· 
resolutions, the oercentage is calculated differently. 
Sup~ort is expressed as the percentage ,of the total 
., 
number of oossible times that each respective group 
voted on -the resolutions with the individual delega-
tions deciding each-- resolution by majority v_ote.'' 
- ~---··-----~-·-···· ··---·~-. ··- -- . ".---~-- -~,, - -~·-·-·· ,- ·-··- ,,,.,--~··· ·- .... 
·---,,•-~"'" .... '·'-·'"" _, ,_. ~-~----~--- ··-·..--,-···- -
The twenty unanimo11:s support delegations ca.st __ ~---
100% -of-thei.r- votes for McAdoo on the 69th ballot 
-
~ but only 80.2% against the anti-Klan plank. Some of 
'96 
. 
' ~ 
McAdoo's votes actually came from delegates who were 
l • . -
opposed to him but were bound by unit rul~. On the 
other hand, several delegations.abandoned the unit 
rule for the anti-Klan plank and allowed delegates 
to vote their own consciences. This explains in part 
why the unanimous support delegat;i.ons cast only 80.2% 
of their votes against the anti-Klan plank. On the 
six resolutions, this group of delegations supported 
f 
McAdoo 110 of a po·ssible 120 times (91.7%). On the 
~ 
102nd ballot, they cast a fairly-high 57.6% of their 
votes for John W. Davis and a very low J.9% for Under-
wood. 
The eight majority delegations cast 73.1% of 
their votes for McAdoo on the 69th ballot and 77.0% · 
against th~ anti-Klan plank. There is a definite 
' -- V ~ 
correlation here between pro-McAdoo and pro-Klan votes 
in that none of these delegations used the unit rule. 
Seven delegations had a discrepancy of five votes or 
less betwe~n thei~ pro-McAdoo and pro-Klan counts re-
spectively and five delegations a discrepancy of two. 
votes or less. On the six resolutions, this group of 
' 
f----·---- ·- -- . . deleg·ations sunoo~ted McAdoo twenty-nine of a oossible 
. . ····· .. ·•···· ·-··-···. .... .... . . . . . ·----·····•··'-""···-··-"···-.. ··--··-···"·········'··············-·····- ................ ¥.;, ... -.--·---·-"·=·-r"-
- . i'orty-eight times (60.4%1~- -un -the l02iid-Ocl.if0t~--they · 
cast a fairly-high 42.9% of their votes for John W. 
Davis and a very low 2.2% for Underwood. 
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The sixteen minority su~port delegations -cast 
the same 18.2% of their votes both for McAdoo on the 
69th ballot and against the anti-Klan plank. Thirteen 
delegations had a discrepancy of two votes or less 
between their pro-McAdoo and pro-Klan counts resoective-
ly. On the six resolutionsj this group of delegations 
-
suooorted McAdoo only twen~y-one of a nossible ninety-
six times (21.9%). On the 102nd ballot, they cast a 
low 17.6% of their votes for John W. Davis and a fairly-
high 53.2% for Underwood. 
I 
The ten no support delegations tast 0.0% of their 
votes for McAdoo on the 69th ballot but 39.5% a~in~ 
the anti-Klan olank. On the six resolutions, this 
group of delegations sup~orted McAdoo only twelve of 
a Possible sixty times (20.0%). · On the 102nd bal~ot, 
they cast a: fairly-high 40.0% of their votes for John 
W. Davis and a fairly-low 29.0% for Underwood. 
I The four groups of national delegations, ranging 
from unanimous to no supoort for McAdoo on the 69th ·. 
ballot, cast 80.2%, 77.0%, 18.2%, and 39.5% of their 
votes respectively against the anti-Klan plank.· It 
seems highly_,illogical that the no supoort delegations 
, .. "- ' l.,. l.. '- -- •. , 
cast 39.5% of their votes against the anti-Klan plank 
whereas the minority supnort delegations cast only .. 
18.2%. A~er all, the no support delegations should 
I 
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have been loaded with Smith supporters. Also, it 
'-~--- ,,, • t 
seems illogical that the no support delegations cast 
only 29.0% of their __ yotes ___ for __ Und_~r_w_Q_Q_d_on _ _the __ -1D2nd __ _ 
ballot whereas the minority support delegations cast 
53.2%. -However, at least four of the ten no support 
delegations probably were Klan-influenced if not Klan-
'°] ~ 
controlled. Such no support delegations opposed· the 
anti-Klan plank. and-also preferred their own Klan-
oriented {or Masonic) candidate(s) over I1~cAdoo. Ex-
amples are: Joseph T. Robinson in Arkansas, Carter 
Glass in Virginia, and.John W. Davis in Louisiana 
__ an.d_ Puerto- Rico. 
CONCLUSION 
-The combined aggregate of 1098 national delegates 
from fifty-four states and territories voting on over 
100 roll calls provides an immense quantity of data. 
Analysis is complicated by the diversity in back-
ground and ideology between McAdoo and Smith and 
-- " - ---- -several other variables. First, many delegations 
a 
voted by uni_t rule on---t;h~--~'ea±-l-e-t~i-rlg-,~-the platform 
planks, the resolutions, or' some combination there- · 
•«=.:.c. . 
of. Thus, it is impossible -to isolate parti-cular •' 
. 
. .. . . 
voting blocs such as the ''McAdoo strength" in New 
99 
,, 
' J 
York or the ''anti-Klan strength'' in Texas. Second, 
local and state politicking, much of which was· high-
ly personal, prompted various individual.delegates 
and sometimes entire delegations to vote contrary to 
expectations. For instance, State Democratic Chair-, 
man Harry Byrd of Virginia, a long time enemy of- -
McAdoo, exerted considerable influence to keep his 
delegation from the latter. Another example is 
Bennett Clark in Missouri. He never forgave William 
J. Bryan for deserting his father, the.late Champ 
• 
Clark, for Woodrow Wilson at the 1912 Democratic 
national convention. Consequently, in 1924 Bennett 
Clark did his utmost to keep the Missouri delegation 1-
from Wilson's son-in-law (and Bryan's cand:)..date. )39 
Before evaluating the Klan's role in the McAdoo 
campaign and in the 1924 Democratic national convention, 
• 
state and--1-o-cal-- politicking between and __ among Realms, 
Klaverns, and individual Knights must also be con-
sidered. Despite the Grand Imperial vVizard, Imperial 
Headquarters, Imper-ial Proclamations, the Knights' 
extended use of military rankings, and the Imperial 
.. ·-----···-~-· .. ----··-··---·-----~---·- ----
- ··-. .. . - ----
; Kloncilium's grand stragegy for the 1924 Democratic 
39-Eaton, pp. 301-302. 
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. ,-;; 
was far from monolithic. · For instan-ce, ,in the late 
--- Spring of 1924, the Indiana Realm still su.pported . _ C"'l"Illl"t":1• 
favor.ite son Samuel Ralston as the ... 'Democratic nominee 
. 
. 
. 
. even though the, na~_iq_p.~~-.. Klan~-.h~d ~ong advocated 1\JlcAdoo. 
Another example. is Klansman ·v1 .L. Tho·rnton of ... T.exas. His 
: course of action on the two-thirds rule1 was inconsistent 
·--; 
with that of· the Klan-controlled Texas delegattQ_tl __ •~ __ 
.... Vvith or witho·ut the ''Klandidate'' stigma, l'-'lcAdoo 
could not haie been nominated under·the two-thirds rule. 
• . •t ' ' 
The coalition consisting ___ of ___ the--bos·s bloc, the small 
but well-organized Smith ·rorces, and the numerous favor-
ite sons who either despi.sed McAdoo or ·wanted the nomi-
. nation for themselves controlled enough_votes to prevent 
McAdoo's nomination. This is not to say, however, that 
--tn-eKlan was not a powerful force at.the 1924 Democratic 
national convention. On the contrary, the Knights not 
-~··only controlled the Democratic machinery in Georgia and 
Texas but also provided the decidin~ factor in many 
-
other national delegation·s -that were anti-Smith,. anti-
-·----·· - --------- . 
Un de rw o o o., or a.nti--Eastern candidat-e.----_c__- -~- -·- - · 
. 
. 
·----··-. · ----~~-~---~-----~-· _::..___ Such d·e.lega_t_i_o_n_s _as_ Cal .. i.f ornia, Idaho-, Nevada., . · 
--------------- - --------~·--------·----·--
-··· ----···--,. 
-~---·~~-~ 
...... --·----.. ·--·-·-·---·--
----=---"------,-..,------==. 
. . North· Caronna, .. · Sout.h Car-o-J:HI~-,- and· Washington_ voted · 
\ . 
· . ·wit·h .' the 
-•-: •·· ···-H 
• 
·•. j 
' . ~-. 
• 
--themselves. . These national delegations supported l\llc-
. 
. Adoo· by majority or unanimity_ througpout much of the · 
,, 
----,. rr---:----·· 
- -b~lloting_, opposed S'mith on the anti-:-Klan plank and 
' ~ ' , ' - . •. ,I
i 
L 
• 
-resolutions, and then followed Texas' lead by casting . . 
. . 
every. single vote· for_ John \v. Davis on the 103rd ballot~-·.· 
An evaluation of the Klan's objectives in 1924 
Democratic presidentia-1 politic __ g ___ reveals that for the 
--, 
-0 
--~ ___ f!lOSt part they were._,achieved. Neither Smith nor Under-
. wood received the nomination. ln fabt; neith~r Smith's 
nor Underwood's highest recorded convention vote·s 
.. (368 on the 76th ballot and 317 on the 102nd ballot 
respectively) even approached-a two-thirds majority • 
.• 
Underwood had also been demolished in the pri;maries, 
except in Alabama where he had run unopposed. ·A 
white Anglo-Saxon Protestant who had not publicly 
uttered one derogatory remark about the .Klan won the 
.nomination. the two-thirds rule was preserved and 
.. with it the So·uth's power to veto any candidate it 
chose. The proposed anti-Klan plank lost. However, _ 
no one faction could have prevented. the fight ov~:r-
. its aq~~~!l:- _b-ec~use of t:he Smith __ ~for-ces' determina-
- - . --·-- ··-· ----~---' --··----·-····---- -- . . 
··- tion to ·-··a:eba:E-e't}fe'. issue_ on., the convention·-0-f'loer •... ··:~::·---- ---. ----
. 
•\ 
. 
·••;! .•.. ,,;'°. I - . 
,.,-=---c----·------ .--,-- . . . -··---·-. --------· .. ---.-·· . ----- -- ',-- . . - ···--· .. 
.- In:. ·co:r;iclusion,. tlle Klan .was inst-rumen.tal iI'l ·-pr·e-- .· 
f • -~. 
~---.-.-.\. 
·- ,'.-·-~- . 
-
~~----'--------- - .. -
-- -- ------~ -----'-------------~---~--- ··- ... 
been done, the Knights worked quietly and effectiv~ly 
. . 
to nominate John W. Davis. They accomplished this ·in -a 
· "-.: ... :i1:egative ·fashion.· Actual Klansmen themselves did not 
corp.prise anywhere near two-thirds of the 1098 national 
delegates. Yet by controlling various Southern delega~ 
\ 
' 
' 
.j • ~. -· . 
tions, influencing others, anti using the two-thirds and 
· unit rules to t·he_ir: utmost advantage, the Kn-ight-s exer- - - -
cised a veto over, any· candidates- (Smith and Underwood) 
who were anathema-to ·them. When Underwood, Glass, and 
. ' ' 
Davis finar·1·y emerged as compromise choices, the Klan ~ 
. 
-
marshalled its forces. By rejecting the first two candi-
dates, especially Underwood, the Knights enab·led J:ohn W. 
. - -----------·-----·-----------------
-~-------
Davis to be nominated. 
Perhaps Imperial Wizard Evans best SW1lffiarized the 
Klan's.role in the 1924 Democratic national convention 
four years later wh-en he remarked: 
••• v\Thile · the Klan, as an organization, 
was not present in the Madison Square Garden convention, the South was very largely represented by delegates who 
thought as the Klan did. It is beyond 
doubt· that the Klan--through .its- in- : fluenc.e, but not· through·---±·ts··-·or-ganiza-
---t-3:-eR-~-C--by--me-a-n-s of issuing orders--
-- ---..----~--t)r-evente-d th·e introduction• of the in-
tolerant "Smith plank" into the -emo-
crat4-c- ~f)-}at-f:orrrr,~--pre-ventiit'nis-. -- ·. m1-
-------
' I 
11at ion,·· ar:iq ,f_tna1~1~·-L-__Jw~a~s~· ~~~~-~~~~~==~~~~ •::;.=------·---- -- ----------- -----·'---------------- for t_he noinina~_tpn of lfir. D~vis ••• 40 - · 
- , ! 
• 
. " 
.. 
... - -·--- .. --- -------·-·-
.... 
APPENDIX A: 
. I 
~-
1,.:'t •. / 
THE 1924 DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL.~ .. COMI\/ILT-'I'.E,E---OF-F-I-GERS. 
NAME · STATE 
Cordell Tenn. 
Hull 
POSITION 
Chairman 
PRESIDENTIAL 
PREFERENCE 
Emily N. Io. ice- an not e 
. ' 
. . 
. REAS.ON AND 
SOURCE . C 
Voted for.New 
York City on 
. 2nd ballot. A; 
p. 1161; B, p.· · 
212; c, p. 
146. Not_Mc-
Adoo's choice 
to ... renlace 
.• . 
George ~h_ite · 
as national 
-- -comm-ittee 
chairman • 
. Blair Chairman · determined ~---~---+---------...._ ~-~~~~~-~-. Charles Ind. Secretary Voted for New A. Great York City on house all three 
ballots •. C, 
pp. 1157-
1166. · 
one ~- Treasurer 
. NOTES: 
1 Wilbur W. Marsh resigned as Democratic national 
committee treasurer at the January 15, 1924 meeting. The national cornmitt.ee then authorized Chairman Hull to appoint an acting treasurer until after the 
national convention. However, Hull did not do so. 2 - pro-McAdoo · 3 - anti-McAdoo, pro-Smith, or pro-someone else 
. ·SOURCES: 
-- • _..:.. __ ~c....-- •. __ • • _. •. ---------------.~--:..__._ .. -2 .. -•. ---··--·-·····---- . . 
-- - . -------·--·--·----··' ------------~---· 
-.- . 
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THE THIRTY-THR.EE -NAT-IONAL COiviM·ITTEE MEI-IBERS WHO ALSO 
. ' 
· vlER.E DELEGATES AT THE 1924 DEMOCRATIC NATIONA·L CONVENTION 
·NATIONAL 
. cor~~ITTEE 
MEI\,1BERS vJHO 
ALSO WERE 
VOTING 
DELEGATES 
f:Ir s. Charles 
J. Shar 
· Homer S. 
Cummin s 
Caro-l-ine 
Ruutz-Rees 
-·-·· -- --- . 
. . 
Teresa M. 
Graham 
George-E. 
Brennan 
Ivlrs. Kellogg 
Fairbank 
Iv1a dp;e 
O'Neil 
i 
'• 
NAT. 
DEL. 
Ala. 
Id. 
Ill. 
Iowa 
Ivlr s. \\7il·l·iam · !Jie. 
n. ?at tan ... all 
PRES. 
?REF. 
.Underwoo 
\·Jilli.am A. . I"lich. -··· 
Comst·ock 
Etta·, C. 
Boltwood Jo-seon 
vlolf 
J. Br-uce 
Kremer· 
·Frances 
Friedhoff 
---------------·-Ro-bert - C. 
iviurchie 
· -rv1 • h... ,. I lC • 
IJ!inn. 
Nev. 
l'J • I-I.. 
. Norman E. · N .Y. 
REASON 
Delegation cast no votes 
at all for.McAdoo 
· Delegation oolled on 40th 
,~.ballot .. · 
· De-J:egat ion oolled.-011---40-t-h-· ,~-~-~·-".. -------~-
. ballot 
Delegation gave-McAdoo 
un.animous su oort 
A Smi.thi adv.iser 
Only fifteen of fifty-eight 
dele ation ·votes to McAdoo· 
e er.ation gave McAdoo 
unanimous sunport; delega-
tion olled on 5th a.r. move 
Voted or lew .York City on 
two of three ballots 
Delegation gave McAdoo ·only 
minorit su art 
Voted · or Nevi York City on 
two of three ballots 
Only six of t~enty-four 
dele'ation votes to McAdoo 
l\i.c doo' s floor manager-
. /• ,. 
Delegation polled on 55t 
ballot 
Delegation· n~ver ooll~d 
- . . .... . ~Mack . , ~. . . . . . ... · Delegation gave Smith 
un_animous· SU. · -0rt-=-~~-=-=:-~-~ 
· b~lizabeth N .Y. Delegation· ·.gave ·.·· .. mith 
_·· Marbur :un-a1'}-ime-t1-s--s-u · .. oort~:::···--·-~-~=--~----------'--,----'-------~-----·----,---,··:-•--,_-,.,~-~:~J\i 
" 
. ,:, NATIOI'JAL 
-··-------~ -·----. 
L .••• C0Iv1I'"1I Trr EE 
lVIEr~·EltS 1llHO 
ALSO \·JERE · 
VOTING 
DELEG.4'rES 
Edmund H. 
·- Moore 
Patrick J. 
Mrs. Benton 
Iv'i c~1i 11 irt · · 
Carter 
Glass 
Beverly B. 
Illunford 
lVlrs. Frank 
N. lvlann 
Ivlart in L. 
Lueck 
Patr~ick J. 
( ueR.l v 
John F. 
Costello 
rtobert E. 
Manley 
NAT. 
DEL. __ 
It. I. -
R. I. 
s. c. 
S.D. 
Va. 
Va. 
W. Va. 
- Twis 
D. C. 
i-)hil. ' 
Is. 
Grace E. ... 0 hil. 
Westerhouse Is. 
(l 
APPENDIX_B: 
{can't) 
Can not b·e 
determined 
·REltSON 
Delegation cast -no votes 
at all for McAdoo 
Delegation cast no votes 
at all for McAdoo 
Delegat·:ton c~rst···no votes 
at all for McAdoo 
econded Mc doo for the 
- nomination 
- Delegation gave McAdoo 
1unanimous su ort · 
o response when delegatio~ 
polled on 67th ballot; voted 
for New York City on two of· 
three ballots 
· Virginia's ~vorite son 
Delegation gave McAd6o only 
minorit su ort 
Delegation gave_McAdoo only-
minorit suo')ort 
Seconded Smith for the 
nomination 
Delegation gave I'-'lcAdoo on-1,y-- --o 
minorit sun ort . 
·De·l 1egation gave I'-'lcAdoo unani~-· 
mous suoport; voted for New 
·Ybrk Cit on .rd ballot 
No resf:)onse whe-n- delegation 
polled on anti-Klan plank; 
.voted for New.York City on 
two of three ballots 
Voted against anti-Klan 
olank . 
-_ - Dele,ration cast no vote·s at··· 
' ~--------~---·-""---------~-------·-"-··--'--'-'·-·--·---------~---- .... --·· --·---· -- - . . . - . 
. . _., .. 
- all for .·_ l.JlcAdoo ;.: ____ y_Qt_e_d._c __ fQ.t. __ , ____ --~;.:_;-,'-·~'----·-,,.........-------· --,-) 
----~N-ew-----Yor-k---C-it-y. on t WO - o·r -. -. ' 
· three b_allots . 
De .egat:ion q·ast ·no-· vot.e$·_-__ at··: -._ 
t a11 · :for 'J.VlcAdop; voted. .. fpr_-
New York :City·. _on_ two· ofr 
·- ' thre·e ba.-llots ' .- . ·: ~ . ·. . . ' . ; '· ....... -. ..• . .. .. .,. 
,r1,,...-·.-. 
'. .. ~ .... , 
··-·-·---·. ___ .. :.------c ___ N_l\.ME__ _ ~-------· .-~STATE 
Thomas J. Mont•-·~ 
· VI al sh - --- --
Pat B. 
Harrison 
- - ,-, . - . " -_. ' .• --- --- --
Charles 
A. Great-
house 
E-.G. 
Hoffman 
Burt 
tTew 
Clarence· 
Cannon 
NOTES: 
Miss. 
Ind. 
Ind. 
n.c. 
Mo. 
.·. APPENDIX. 
POSITION_,. 
Permanent 
Chairman·_ 
Temporary 
Chairman 
Secretary 
Associate 
Secretar 
Executive 
Secretar 
Parliamen-
tarian 
PREs,·roENTIAL 
PREFERENCE 
Can not e 
determined 
Can not be 
determined 
Can not be 
determined 
REASON 
Embarrassed 
McAdoo wi th-···,a 
._ speech on oil 
at the nation-. 
al· convention 
Referred to oil 
·in his keynote 
address to the 
national con-
vention; held 
Miss. delega-
tion as a fa-
vorite son for 
first fifteen 
ballots 
Vot·ed for New 
York City on 
all three bal-
lots 
1 nro-McAdoo 
2 8111111 anti-McAdoo, pro-Smith, or pro-someone e1$e> 
.. .. . 
- . 
' . 
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. '::·; :· -. THE ~].924- ·DEMOCRATIC STANDING·.· CO~I.ITTEE OFFICERS -· · ·· .. ' . . 
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. . . . ~ 
. 
,. 
. ·_NAME 
Ivlrs. 
· Leroy 
. , .. . 
S rin s 
·oarden. 
- Ivloose 
STATE 
s. c. 
·. -Ark. 
POSITION 
· .Credentials· 
Committee 
Chairman 
PRES • 
PREF. IlEASOIJ·. 
Ark. un.it rule delegation 
first 102 ballots .- -----.. ----~---,------- . --·- ' .. -
·credentials 
Committee 
Secretary and none for 
. ' 
t . 
'"'- . 
•. ' 0.' ~-~·.._. ...... -
.. 
. 
·';=--.· . ··-
Thomas H. - Tex. 
Ball 
· l\1rs. 
Robert E. 
.. · Newton 
Lew G. 
Ellin.gham 
R~I. 
Ind. Ilules and 
Or·der of 
Business . 
Committee 
· Chairman 
p. 
-
for New York City 
·~on all three ballots. A, 
-·_ op. 1157-1166. R.I. unit 
rule delegation cast no 
votes 11t .. ~ all for McAdoo. fa"fit"'i-1', ~- Voted for New York City t·.:IcAd'tt.,,~~ on all three·· ballots. ~- .. ·-'-_.,-._. ___ ;·_ ' ··.~?.}-S.,':t_~~ 
. 
:Jl'),,c;J;;:~, "'· ',\i;: R ea d r u 1 e s report in -t~YJ- ·:-s?~I_ - .. . ~~~:.' • •. 
. 
~~~Afk~iii·::t:!~\ ,'Ji s1 st 1.ng upon pre serva-
~-- ~:}:~tJff ~ tion of two-thirds rule. 
.... ,0. A • 91-92 ... 11 7-1166. ~-----+----1-----------+-~--C an not be Rules and determined Order of 
Business 
Home~ S. Conn. 
_.· Cummings 
· Key ~Jev. 
P.ittman 
· Committee 
Secretar 
Platform and :; .. rc5.;]{~ff£\ B, · p. 225. Delegation Reso··lutions ... ~ .. Ad.oo;:;polled on 40th ballot. :(,i'. ·. :· :f::Jk~_,-, -,::"-.•'~:.:;-:\'if 
· Committee t,r ~. ''{ A, p. -· 550. 
· Chairman J~ 
Platform and~ro~:_;3tDelegation polled on 55th;. ·. Resolutions if1.G~- 'otcl~ 94th ballots. A, pp. 61$-i·------~-;'" Commj_ttee C~~,="~~~~r ~ 895. 
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. -· T:HE. -_1924: -DEMOCRATIC FAVOR.ITE SONS -·_ 
FAVORITE 
SON STATE YEARS RELIGION AFFILIATIONS 
.·HE'tn·owN 
DELEGATION 
ON- 1ST BALLOT Newton D. Ohio 1871- · Eoisco~ No . 
... " Br1ker · 1937 palian 
VJilliam··v1. Ala. 1868- Nlethodist Klan, I"lason No. Brandon 1934 -- --- .. - ... 
Fred H. f1 .H. 1879- ' K D. K ·T ... , , . . , Yes Brown 1955 Ivlason 
-Charles vi. Neb. .. 1867- Baptist . Elk,Kiwanis,Odd Yes 
------····--- ··------·-·-----·--· ·-------------..-·----~-----.-Bryan 1945 ' Fellow. \voodmen .. James J. Ohio 1870- .Eoisco- ' Yes .. Cox 1946 p·alian 
Homer s. Conn. 1870- First Con. Eagle, Elk, Ivia son, No 
·cummings 1956 Church Odd Fellow Joseohus N.C. 18.62- Ivlethodi st " No Da.niels 1948 
John vJ. \v. Va. 1873- Presby- rJiason 33rd Yes ~ . Davis 1955 terian degree 
Jonathan Kans. 1871- Methodist Klan, Eagle, Elk, Yes I'Jl. Davis 1943 Kiwanis ,K. P. ,~1a- · 
... 
.. . - -son, Odd -Fellow, ... ' -- - - '. -·- '". --·-, ,,...,.,._-,c·.'· ~ ~ '·•- <- -~ .... ·.·-.. 
l\1oose . 
-
-
' 
.. 
--lfloodbr id[':E Mich. .. · 1853-. K • P • , Iv'la son , Yes -
.. N. Ferris 1-9-2-$---- ~-------------·--·-- ------·· -l/Joodm-en 
James vv. ~J. y. 1867- 'l'""l • r.,pi sco- No Gerard 1951 palian 
' Carter Va. 1858- Iviethodist Elk ,J-Jia son, Sons o1 Yes Glass .• 1946 Confederate Vets-Pat B. fJii ss. 1881- lvlethodist Yes . Harrison 1941 ' ' . 
-
-Gilbert Ivl. }Jeh. 1859- No Hitchcock 1-934 
David ·F. Tex. 1866- Episco- N·o 
flouston 1940 oalian I 
Cordell T-enn. 1871- Episco- - No .. Hull 1955 oalian John B. tvyo. 1857- r~lason 3 2nd de Yes - . ···-- ... ----~ .. -· .... ____ --- ·-·-.- _... -- ' -"·· 
. 
-Kendri cl< 1933 degree, Nat. Cat- ··-· 
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A~?ENDIX E:-
{ con 't) 
FAVORI,TE 
SON STATE YE'AITS RELIGION AFFILIATIONS 
· HELD O\vN 
DELEGATION 
•oN 1ST BALLOT . \Alilliam ·cal. 1863-. Episco- {Klan) ? Ye_s ..... -· • ·--·--··~-- ·-·· .. ··-. G. fJlcAdoo . , . 1941. palian 
-. Edwin T. Io.wa 1876- i\1ethodi st IiJlason ·No Ivleredi th 1928 . . -···-- --·· 
Ilobert L. Ok-la. 
- . ···-' .•.. 
1856- Episco- Klan, Elk, Ivla son·· No Owen 
- -- - - .. --- - -
.. ···- 1947. oalian 32nd de-gree 
.'\ ust·in Tenn. 1876- Baptist Klan No Pea,, 1927 
S.qrnuel . IVI. Ind. . 1857- Presby- Klan, K. P., r11Iason Yes 1925 --· -- -Ilalston terian · . 
. Albert c~ I·,id. ' 1876- Eni sco- Yes Ritchie 1936 palian 
Joseph T. Ark. 1872- Methodist Klan., K. P. .• ,Ivia son, Yes Robinson 1937 Woodmen 
-· 
. - -
-Franklin I N • y • 1882- Episco- ivlason No Roosevelt 1945 palian 
VJillard De1. 1861- Enis co-J. Society of Col. Yes Saulsbury 1927 oalian. Wars,So:ps- of ·---- -- ----·--· ...... -- ·----------- - -----------------------
. American Rev.· lieorp:e ~. N.J. 1~·1u- Epi s co- t;lk,Mason . Yes c·1 01 zer 1940 Dalian l\.lfred t'~. l\J • y • 1873- H.oman Y.es····· Smith ·· 1944 Catholic 1"lilliam Colo. 1869- Congrega- Y • !v1. C • A • - Yes E. S\A1eet . 1942 · · tionalist 
Huston ' D. C. 1875- ~r·esby- No Thom~son 1966 ·terian 
. Oscar \w .• Ala. 1862- Enisc,o- Yes Underwood· 1929 palian· 
Thoma,s J. fviont: .... _. 1859- floman ·-· - -- •••• ~ -----··.-· __ , ______ • > ---- ' '"Ne'.) tv,1lsh · ·· 1933 Catholic ~-. 
. 
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. KLAN CORRESPONDEN'CE CONCERNING 1rvILL H. ··HAYS 
WESTERN UNION 
TELEGRAivI 
Received At The Journal Bldg., 7 N. 
Forsyth St., Atlanta 
A2 81 NY 90 Collect Blue_l/70 
E Tyler 
401 Flatiron Bldg. Atlanta Ga 
1919 Sept ·30 PM 12 
N ·Y New ·York By 1220 
P 30 · 
f Very satisfactory conference with Hays today STOP He 
_wants our proposition in wr~ting and says he -believes 
. we can get together at· once STOP Jackson working · 
violently for us STOP Will get together with Brandt. 
and prepare written proposition on my return STOP We 
are now on th~ inside and believe we can get whatever 
we want STOP Hays has grasped the possibility of our 
plan 
.. . . J ......... . 
Cl·ark·e • 
... 
1919 Sep. JO PM 1220 
NOTES: 
1'.- ~-
-
, l Elizabeth Tyler Grawe was. an,~assist.ant to .. Imperial 
K.leagl·e Edward Yot1n·g Clarke. _ . . . . 
---'-..:...,___._c.---"· 
2 V'/ill H·. Hay~ was ~Jie Republica.ii n,a-ti_o_n.al ____ ,chairman_! 
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My dear Mr. Clarke: 
·_· 1\f>?ENDIX G:~ 
,,... . ''\ ·• ' 
.. ·• •11., 'I> I 't• It 
... \\; ... ~.h 
·~. 
. - .. ---- ··· .. 
/7-~.~.r-? ~ ~· nr. 
~~~-
The Waldorf-Astoria 
f\Jew York 
October 28, 1919 
-I have been waiting-~as also have the folks at 
headquarters--for the letter you pro~ised us you 
would write me to be submitted to them. 
: Will you kindly.let me hear from you as to the 
-same. 
\vith kin-d regards, 
·' ---·------ -----~-----
---····--·- ·-·-··-··--· --·-··-·-··------------------· '--,·-·-.,..--·--- - -
I • ·--- ·-"· --.•, 
' . 
le,...,,-··-·-,---- , 
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APPENDIX H: 
KLAN CORRESPONDENCE. \\TITH __ RUTH PRATT- --
I~ s~.. E • Ty 1 er - ---- -- -----------· · -- -·------- · 
-401 Flatiron Building. 
~Atlanta, Georgia 
IVly dear Ivirs. Tyler: 
January 26th, 1920 
As a member of the Na.tional Ways and Means 
Committee of the R~publican Party, it; is my duty 
and privilege to appoint the _women who are to serve 
as Vice-Chairmen of this Co~mittee in the forty-
eight states. Thi~ ·committee, in developing the plan 
of raising campaign funds in small amounts from vast 
numbers of subscribers, is building up an extensive 
organization throughout the country ~ith a view to 
arousing the interest of all Republican voters, men 
and women alike, to the impor·tance of -supporting 
their party with money •• ... i 
It gives me much pleasure to appoint you Vice-
Chairman for the ·State of Georgia. l"lr. C.W. Mc:... 
Clure of· Atlanta has been appointed· Chairman apd is 
very anxious that you should accept the Vice-Chair-
manship. I have written to him asking him to cornrnuni·-
qate with you, and hope very much that you will not 
-_ allow anything to interfere wi t.h your acGeptance of 
this appointment. 
With best·wis~es, 
· Very sincerely yours~, 
" (Signed·) Ruth Pratt··=·==-=~~==~~~~ 
NOTE: 
-·-- ----·-----
. . 
. "' 
~----------------------···----- ·· · -------~-~----
7
-~;1r·s·:···-·-J6'hiic~T--~- -~fR·lltliT. Pratt was ___ a Repub-I:f~can-~Nat:1onal ·· 
._._. ____ -~~-- --------------_- - . -· --Committee-m-emtrer:.· ----,------. · -------- -·-···· ... 
... 
_:__;-· 
- -~ .. --·-- ---·. -·· - ....... --- --- . --- .. 
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~---------~- --- . APPENDIX I: 
KLAN CORRESPONDENCE WITH.FRED W. UPHAM 
April .12, 1920 _ 
rJiis.~ Elizabeth Tyl.er 183 San Bryar Street· 
Atlanta, Ga. -
- -- ---
--- -- -- - ~ - - ---- - -
Deiir Iv1iss Tyler: 
We were pleased to receive your pledge of One Hundre_d._ ($100.) _. Dollars to the Republican National ·Committee 
_for the 1920 campaign. One-half of this subscription 
was d:ue and payable January 10th, 1920. Will you there·fore please send me in the enclosed stamped -
envelope your check for the Fift·y ($50.) Dollars. 
It is with considerable satisfaction that I can as-
'sure you the National Campaign Comrnitt~e ha·s already _ very carefully budgeted all expenditures. Thus, ·ty 
raising the Campaign Fund in ·advance of its immediate 
ne·ed, an efficient and economical campaign is made possible •.. ,_,,,·--Your contribution is of material aid in 
thi-s program. 
., On behalf of the Ways and Ivleans Committee, as well 
as personally, I wish to express appr~ciation of your splended ·co-operation. 
Sincerely yours_, 
( Sign e·ct) Fred W. Upll.~Jrt · 
1-- _-- .•.. ,r-' ... 
.Treasurer 
NOTE: 
- \ ,t 
. " ' 
- Fi·~ed. w •. Upham was--~-~t_f_9_!!~1:., .. T!:~,~~J~t:g_r_:_~-9 .. f~_-·t_Q,~~-·-fij~_pub].ic.an : -~-> .. -:-': .. =="-===-====-==·~c=-~~L ,;:?¥ ~_;.,;_-~-__....,---·-:f· - ;-(·_-··::t:f··,·~~---·•-,c~,:~~~-~- '"'"~·:••c'~,,~,,eo,.,c.:=·-,=~·"'~~=~~=--·-·-·-=--:-- - - ----- .• - . - - - -v ~3 - ······-··-·········· .•. , .. , ....•• - .-,. : . . ······ •.. ---.· ·'-',,·---·---'--"------·----
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APPE_NDIX J: 
·KLAN. CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THE CANDIDACIES OF 
----VARIO US KLANSMEN IN CALIFORNIA 
!!"-"· 1!0',f_!Uf\! !!!_ll_\!i!1_4_U: f_, A':,~"l~fQQ!' 
\.OMINC• ... 11• .... &110•1it .. l1'\.,,« •W, At•• Nst 
. 11111 --IO&uttl\,,I',• ~....._,&A'9a4" 
....... , ...... 
. ' 
.. 
.... DAT J.01 Ange1e,,ca11r, 
. 
. 5r•o "'"'-v "'0 30 Cf alter Au.it totlUIII, 
»-1 estee~ed tlanDinan: 
. .. . _ .... . ror rou.r lnfomatlon alt~I M t·a not -
· gen•rally tno-an, ,,. succeeded ln ~Ttng rrtend R1cb4r~aon r.c::isn.atad ,tor Coveruor A~',.I.A. ws 1.110 eleoted Cbat, G. · Johnson St~t~ Treasurer A.X.I.A. In Fresno w~ defeated Co,rheart 1.0. C1atr1ot A·ttJ •ho 11a11 aotlYe asatut '° and e 1,.~te:l another A.X.t .A, Judge rredertct Hous~r Ibo presldecl at our trial was eleote4 •1th aa .overn• elmlng rr.aJorl tr Aeaoclato Justtoc Dlstr1c, Court of . Appenl~ 1 w111 blve NftJ' otben to re"°r' ar,,r tha ·Novem-ber elect1on,. 
Juda• Houser wa1 Ch• Mao Wb o Freed tlie lagJcwood B•lde,a 
NOTES: 
1 
2 
A • K ~.-r • A., . meant '' A Klansman 
, G·.w •. ?rice· was .an · i~p~-r~_taJ. 
-·---~--- .. ·-··-··---·-- - ---~----- ---·---- . 
I am.''· 
represe'i1tative 
_;_ ________ ·-
r 
' .. ····,r-·· 
. 
. 
KLAN CORRESPONDENCE WITH. CHARLES-E. 
Ura, Elizabeth Tyler Crowe, 
A tlan:ta, Ga, 
Axion, C,.. NOT, 32 .1922. 
Dear Yrs. Growe;- L . I note trom the·· Presa that our trlend Hardw1ok, 
·. !.a on tha Warpath again. Also &oaie others. Ot cours~ Hard~1ok 1a 
helpless ·Q.nc1 down and out, but I waa thinking .1 t m1gh t be a good 
idea to "s toh vory oloa~ly that bunch 1n Wsehington. They znay 
try .and put something over up thera. I know we h!lve lots of fri,n:11 
1n Congraes but sometimes they get oareleos. r·waa thinking 1t 
might be &. geod 1jea to put a watchman on at the Na.tlonal Cap! tal. 
I am not sol1o1 ting the Job but for the good ot the ordor I woulJ. 
· g~t. on 1 t a,;vh!l9 1! you think advisable and would make a Tery 
· razisorrcible oharge. In faot ainoe some o! that. crowd are bso~mina, 
so loud and urirea.sonable, ·1 .:am getting very 1nteresta~ and would 
almoet· aaor1t1oe my time to watoh them awhile. ,- .-_,...__.., ................ ~~,.- ·~'-·. - . -. . Please see our 
friends and wr1 t, m~ fully on the aubjeot. 
? 
.,., ) 
11th highest personal regards an~ my vory bea! 
•1ehea to yourself and good Husband, I.am 
Sincerely, 
. I' 
• . ..:__.,......_~~------
. i 
-CAMPAIGN HEADQUARTERS 
of . 
__ . W •. D. UPSHAW 
CANDIDATE FOR RE-ELECTION TO CONGRESS 
KIMBKLL HOUSE. 
-.~ . IV .. _,_' ~ . ..., 
Atlanta, Ga.· 
-
-~~ E.Y. Clarke, 
Atlanta, Ga. 
r-1Iy Faithful And Honored Klansman: 
Just.as I am ready to ~nter a car for Douglas-
ville I have learned with great regret of your resig-
. nati.o_ri, and being un·able to join the Committee of 
Protest I am writing to urge .that=-yot1 re--cun·sider 
your action. Take a vacation of a month or two and 
go to Florida,·bask in the sunshine and roll on the 
· grass, but for the· sake of all that you have helped 
to build so splendid-ly don't leave the· ·hold now. 
Widely .over the land ·I have pointed· to your leader-
ship with faith and. pride. What·ever your_ t1lt_imate 
action, DON'T LEAVE·--Nmv.----.-.--------·-- .. . . . -- · . . 
" 
...... -- •,1, . 
God bless you and 
lead you! 
Yours, 
I.T.S.U.B. 
- - _' - _···-:::-_-----:---=-~ .:. _::_ __ - -
--.•. ( Signed:J· W .D. 
·.-~-
:·1': 
•;. 
. . -- -. •.•• -~·C... --
. -. -
NOTES: 
, ... ' -'-,:-··· .. ·. 
·. J\P,PENDIX · 
·. A. CLIPPING FROM . 
·THE (DENVER)· ROCKY MOUNTAIN NEvlS .. 
C.ONCERNING THE KLAN ·IN COLORAD()-~-P~OL_I,TI{jS· 
-···-
~· 
X e\\"S. itc111, R ,J(·!:11 .l/,_;)ulfain .\· e ll'g, l)enver, Color'.tldO 
:\larch 7, 192·5 · 
- .. LOnt1 ls 
--~ .an, 
' 
- -----~ -----
.,a, 
--~---
,-
• :tv. 
GOVERNOR ANU WIFE 
rl 
· lcb 
t·c: ••• 
~~ or 
VI ••• Vt 
> 
ON W~Y 10 DENVER I rt t s 
•• 
un• 
1~ she 
d MorJeys Attend Dinner Party ~~= 
,. 
at Congressional Club in •, t, Washington. · h 
Cl 
h& 
Washington-· Bureau, tu 
Th Rocky Mountain Ntw1t U. 
421 Color1'10 . BaJldlq. . 
, ,v ASHINOTON, March e.-oovornor '! I and ~rs. Morley ot CoJora.do, 'Who ooa ~ came to. Wuhtnston for th• Ina usu- oYtJ ts rat!oQ of Pre1ldent Cootsda:e, depArted mu, thl1 attemoon to11 .Denver. Tboy nrt · , . 
• !:, ""er~ •i>oclal sue,ta laet nlarht at a wa, by dlnn•r party given at the ConflTel• ma· 
u-e atonal .Country club by M'r. and .Mn. tu, 
ate w. r,•. Zumbrunn. th Uy ..Amons the gueata WON Senator n 
---------
----------··-···· .-···-
be nnd Mr•. Moan., Col. John. G. Locke . . 41_ ---··---------··----~ \d N'onnan Cami,beU. _ Mr. an4. Mr,. t · ··· --~.,.- · 
• Chari•• E. UcBraycar, .!ff•• Mary H•l· ~ 
• •11 P'orut. Mtaa Oene MoBrarer. :Mias ci:, ;. Mary ?dctrrayer, Dr. and Mn. H. W. Jar 
• Enn1. lfr. and Mrs. B. O. McCall. 
ae Hr. and Mte. W, P. Boasert and Dar• •hnd. rou,th MoBra49er. 
· av .t• ., 
•. hrm.,. Repre•en t&ttv, and Mn. !0 P 
- . ·. "'""'"''' - ··-
I Clarence J. Morl·ey--governor of Colorado 2 · W.F. Zumbrunn--imperial klounsel (attorn.ey.) of 
. . . 
.. -.. · .. ·... · 3 .Rice_ W .• Means--Uni·te.d States senato_~ __ £-P.om co1-0~r:.sa.cYd;Qo~.....----~~~~7 •• :.:c::··~-,~~~-:-~ .... ····----4"-----·J-o-hn-·--G-;~~.to·c·ke~~-gra:nQnragoii .or ·.· .. tne ___ Colorado:·.:.R.ealm. .. ···· 
. .·. · :_:, ,, ;'.·--·-.:~_::·_5- -· _Norman Campbel·l--se creta!:Y_. t .. o~ t·hec. imperial wizarq. 
· ·- · , . ·~·. ,. 6 Charles E. ·McBrayer--grancr·--a:rag_9n o.f~h·e -Ka:n.~as Realm 
-~·--~------···~--~~-----""----~--. ...:-~-~~-~7-~·.,:--7-S<--.. Hi.ram---W--.· ·- -Bvan-s~:~imoer·ial- -w·:r·z-ard .of the , Klan . .._ 8 · H· c. k'[cCall--imperlal ambassador' of.'the-[lan_-.-"?---·~···.· .. ·---"· ~2-==~~;;::.==~~ 
···· · 9· ! Walter. F. · Bossert--grand · dr~g:on, ,of I t.he Indiana R~~.+trn i"-~~-~-~-.._ __ . .::...._:,c...-~.c.c .... .:. .. ~ .. c: .. L-C,. ·,-,.-' · -,-•--,-•-----'-,----·:·c··c··: 
· 
· · · 
··· · · -· 
.- . ,. · · 
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, }.'~N !N.Q9M1LETf LIST OF KLANSi:,1EN INVOLVED IN THE 1924 DEM0CR1TIC NATIONAL CONVENTION 
. 
. ! 
.·./.).:{t:·.·J;\ .H.avl~ng ~om_ ared newspapers and 'Jeriodical literature of. the 1920's and volumes i.;,.t\·c::rryc:t:he··K)an wit The· ?roceedings Of The 192h Democratic National Convention, this . _· ft:·'.;<-o/r:.i·t·er: cdmoi·led a ·list of delegates, favorite. sons, and commi ttee:nen who w·ere Knights· ..... · :.it,'.r~r·i,::[rn~.e;ri1a.j, Kl~ s:nen. rhis: list _is by n,:) ::1eans com0lete· due to the· secretive. nature~ ··· ,_ ,·;_:.':: .. :·,,.01~ .... ;.~ne K~·an. H. wever, it does pro,,e that several national delegations and committees 
. i. ' :i t'~·.:.:vi:eHri .···.'iri.f~l tra.te by the Klal'\l. 
' 
. : t . ·. I CQi.;fi,IITT:2:ES: 
' hl!A T • FA V • r PERi•I. i~ii T • !DEL. SON NAT. CR~D. ORG. RES. I . : ·RULES Soun.ct. OF KLAN MEfi/fBERSHI?' 
X 
4 
conunittee 5 
A, No
1
ember 1, 1923, p. 19. 
I , 
A, Jui e 22, 1924,. p. 3; June 1924, \ p. 7. B., pp. 163, 167,. 
C • I 205 • D o. ·81. , A, October ,27, 1923., p._ 5; .No-
vember 1 .>-192 o. 3. B 16 • 
chairman of -national delegation 
chairman of state Democratic· committee 
. '· G "~lilliam Allen "\A/hi te' s War On The. Klan.'' Klux Klan In The H Randel. 
r.-Alexander., "Secrecy Bids_For Pow.er:· •. ·-The · Ku Klux .Klan In Texas Politics· ·rn, The· 19 2 O ' s • ,t · 
.. J Kenneth T. Jackson, The Ku Klux Klan In Th.e City: .1915-1930 ·(New York: ; Oxforci .·· University Pr'e·ss, 1967 ). 
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' NAT. 
DEL. 
· Ga. . John s. I , i. 
' ' Gohen 
Ga. Hollins N~X 
. Randolph 
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. Ralston 
~ani.el F. X 
·. Steck 
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Ka.n s • , 0 • A • 
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····L··· . 
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.. ' 
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J!eff B. 
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~···•''"" 
... a CUL"°"••--•-•• AM e1e»ec .. &. A'fllula, _, WVIC..e8:Mt--·-· 
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APPENDIX· R: · 
KLAN 
J AivfES A • REED 
I"1r. I-Iarry Hoffman 
515 Continental Building,. 
Kansas City 
February 9, 1924 
)!:· 
Treat this message in absolute confidence-.· Our 
bunch does not 1"1ant to oppose Senator Reed in Missouri, 
but in-- o-btaining this help, which is nece~sary for 
Reed to obtain the delegates to the national conven-
tion, I want to get an agreement that Reed will stay 
out of Georgia. Can you di~lomatically approach . 
any of the Reed managers and work o.ut a deal. by which, 
,, .in consideration of our leaving him alone in ~'Iissouri, 
he.will agree to stay out of Georgia?· This is for 
your .... ear.s .. , ... -.and ....... yo.ur.s-.a~lo.n-e, not to be passed to- any . 
of the· rest of our men~ I am not in a position to 
·- engin·eera that··-·matter· -and--wou1ct··-11·k·e- for, you,. a trusted 
lieutenant, to undertake this commission. · Wire re-
quired. 
W.F. Zumbrunn 
- ·····-··-···· .. , .... ,.,f 
NOTE: ... •.·1.~-···· - ..... , ... ~ • 
' - . 
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THE KLAN BOA.RD OF STRATEGISTS 
l RANK II{ . . . POL. RANK IN. 
1 ,· i,K,LAN AFF. PARTY RESIDENCE OCCUPATION SOURCE ; i \ Hiram W. ' .·Grand· 
Evans · \ .Impe·r:tal 
dentist A, June. 26, ·· 1924~ .P• 7. 
I 
. '. ·.· I \Wizard 
:1/i/alter FJ 1\Gran·d R.ep. Indianapolis,~, June 22, 1924~ p 1 • 3;." Bossert' !\ 
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Dragon Indiana 4"une 26, 1924, p •. 7. B,· 
.· , ~ii : 
. .. 1!) • 2 3 8 • James A. ii; [Grand Rep. judge judge Little Rock, C, p. 52. D, p. 58. Comer ··· Ii l.Draa-o. n . Arkansas :I ~~· ---· -: ..... , ......,_ _ F-. ___ ..,__. __ ...,_ ___ ......-_~~--~-~~~---~-~~~--~-~~---........ -' M:ilton · _ r . . editor of IndianapolisJ ~;· June· 22, 1924, p. -3; , Elrod , i ·· The (Indi- Indiana ~une 26, 1924, p. 7. B, :i •. 
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APP·ENn±x ·s: 
RANK· IN 
PARTY 
U .s. · Sena-
tor, na-
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dele ate 
secretary 
of state 
Democratic 
comrnitt.ee·; 
national 
committee; 
nationa·l 
dele ate 
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